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ABSTRACT 

'4-- 
i 

This report is a technical summary of Phases I and II of a theo¬ 
retical and experimental study of low-velocity penetration phenomena. 

'Phase I has consisted of a literature survey to determine the state 
of the art. The results are summarized and a bibliography is included. It is 
concluded that semi-empirical correlation formulae and over-simplified 
theories do not give the results needed for armor design and are inadequate 
as a guide to understanding low-velocity impact phenomena. 

Phase II has consisted of the development of a new method of 
describing the elasto-plastic behavior of a material under impact conditions. 
The non-linear differential equations involved are expressed in a tensor form¬ 
ulation particularly suitable for computer calculations. The method used is 
very general and allows a wide variety of boundary conditions and material 
properties to be used. The work is described and the results of preliminary 
calculations are presented in this report. 

iv 



I. INTRODUCTION 

Phase I has consisted of a literature survey to determine the 
present state of knowledge in the field of low-velocity impact. The litera- 
tur® was searched to determine the information available on the absorption 
or energy by the target during impact, the mechanisms involved in impact, 
theories of impact in armor penetration and comparison of data with theory. 
The purpose was to determine the present state of knowledge and to find a 
basis for the development of further theory. This report contains a brief 
summary of the results of the literature survey, a bibliography of pertinent 
*itarature, and a discussion of the possible courses for further work with 
ths reasons for choosing the particular course indicated in Phase II. 

Phase II has consisted of the development of á detailed theory 
of impact. This report includes a description of a new mathematical method 
which has been developed for solving the equation involved in low-velocity 
impact in a visco-elastic material. At the present time this theoretical form 
ulation and computer solution of the impact problem appear to have great 
promise. The techniques are general and have application to a wide range 
of materials and to a variety of impact conditions. Preliminary computations 
show agreement with other work and indicate that the extension can be made 
to problems of armor development. 

An onl report of progress under Phase II of this contract was 
e?0aVhe ^°1- Conference held in Natick, Massachusetts, May 19 and 

20, 1964. The part of this report covering Phase II of the work is also being 
submitted as a report on that conference. 
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II. PHASE I - RESULTS OF LITERATURE SURVEY 

1. CLASSIFICATION OF PAST WORK 

Past experimental and theoretical work on armor penetration and 
impact phenomena may be classified arbitrarily under the following four 
headings: 

1. Exploratory Research 
2. Phenomenological Models 

t 3. Correlation Laws 
4. Detailed Theory. 

Much of the experimental work can be classified as exploratory. 
Materials of interest have been used as targets and impacted with several 
types of projectiles traveling at various velocities. The'materials used 
have included metals, ceramics, organic materials, and composite materials. 
Targets have been single thin plates, multiple plates, semi-infinite targets 
and complex structures of various types. Data obtained have been target 
damage and the velocity and size of material leaving the back and front sides 
of the target. From this work a large body of data has been obtained which 
gives a guide to expected results in any limited area. Within a narrow range 
of materials and conditions, the expected results can be predicted simply on 
the basis of limited extrapolations of existing data. 

The data from this exploratory work led naturally to the next step, 
that of developing phenomenological models of the processes occurring. 
Many types of simple models have been developed. Most of them have come 
about as a result of assuming that a certain process was predominant in pro¬ 
ducing the effect observed and then writing simplified equations describing 
this process and adjusting parameters to fit the data. This work has resulted 
in the development of successful correlation laws which can be used when 
conditions do not depart far from those assumed in the model. This approach 
has proved to be very unsuitable in the case of complex situations. None of 
the models are general enough to actually describe any complex situationyso 
fail to give any insight into expected results as parameters are varied. They 
fail particularly when the geometry is complicated, as with composite targets 
or when the material is little understood as is the case with brittle materials 
or where the basic phenomena change, such as from hydrodynamic to elastic. 

In an attempt to obtain results of more general validity, various 
correlation laws have been developed usually based on dimensional analysis. 
The aim has been to take all data and fit it into a unified relationship. These 
various correlation laws have proven to be useful in the high-velocity impact 
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phenomena in simple targets, but have proven to be unreliable for compli- 
sitêd geometries or materials or for data beyond the range where the law 
was developed. 

.To correct the faults of all these semi**empirical approaches, 
attempts have been made to obtain a complete description of the impact 
process; that is, to develop a theory which describes in detail the timc- 
hiitory of the material displacement. Because of the complexity arid dif¬ 
ficulty of this problem, these theoretical developments have so far been 
limited to rather simple cases which do not match the actual impact situa¬ 
tions involved and are not general enough to apply to new conditions. 

2. CURRENT RESEARCH 

Current research is extensive in all of the areas indicated above. 
Exploratory work is being done in the areas where data are almost completely 
lacking from past work, particularly in the use of brittle materials such as 
ceramics, glasses, and brittle metals; in the use of structures with complex 
geometry and in the use of various combinations of materials. This work is 
not general but specific casis are being examined independently. No theo¬ 
retical framework exists to guide the direction of the experimental work. In ’ 
the low-velocity impact range, any ingenious idea which can be developed 
can be quite easily tested, but the exploratory work in this area gives little 
hope of coming up with any new ideas based solely on the results from past 
tests since there is no general understanding of the phenomena involved to 
lead to decisions as to how to make better materials. 

♦ • 

In the area of developing new phenomenological models and better 
correlation laws, some progress is being made. Considerable work is being 
done on measuring various factors which are important in impact and crater¬ 
ing and penetration and basing the models and correlation laws on these 
measured results. Instead of simply looking at the amount of damage done 
or the residual velocity after penetration/ measurements are being made of 
the actual energy absorbed into the material, the momentum transferred, or 
the strength of waves. Quantities which relate to details of the phenomena 
occurring are being observed and measured. The hope is that better correla¬ 
tion laws and better understanding necessary for inventive armor design will 
be obtained. This work is presently limited to very sifnple situations, 
usually to simple ductile materials and to semi-infinite targets. This work 
has not been extended at all to the complex materials which seem to be most 
promising for armor for low-velocity impact protection. This empirical work 
is not leading directly to a general understanding of the problems involved 
or developing a general theoretical framework for advancing the state of the 
art; however, it is producing important data which must be used for testing 
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and guiding any theory, and which is certainly the only present guide to 
armor development. 

Considerable work is now being done on extending the theory. 
As in the past, work is being done on developing simplified theories which 
can be solved analytically and in developing simplified theories which can 
only be solved by numerical techniques with computers, The original 
solution of two-dimensional impact problems by Bjork#1 Harlow and others 
has been extended and modified in attempts to give results which are more 
complete and satisfactory. Techniques are being developed and tested for 
adding viscosity or elasticity to the formulation of the material properties 
as used in the original hydrodynamic formulation of the problem. These 
extensions are applicable in high-velocity impact but are not satisfactory 
in the low-velocity impact region where the process is not hydrodynamic 
but where elasticity and strength of materials predominate and where plastic 
flow is more important than inviscid flow. 

3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This literature survey has indicated that no past work nor present 
research is adequate to solve the problem of low-velocity impact phenomena 
in the general manner which is desired. Surely experimental determination 
of the effects obtained using different armor materials will continue to bring 
results and will provide the ultimate test for any material; however, experi¬ 
ment and intuition are an inadequate guide in complex situations without 
some insight based on a theoretical understanding of the phenomena involved. 
We conclude that the greatest need at present is for a theory which describes 
the observed phenomena in detail. 

> 

The approach of attempting to modify the hydrodynamic theory 
previously used in high-velocity impact is the wrong approach to use when 
the basic phenomena are different. For this reason, we have decided that 
a theoretical approach beginning from elasto-plastic deformation theory is 
the proper approach to use since these phenomena predominate under the 
conditions met in low-velocity impact. This approach is also of signifi¬ 
cance for high-velocity impact theory since strength and viscosity pre¬ 
dominate in the later stages of high-velocity impact and are probably 
controlling in the determination of the end results obtained. The material 
properties developed from high-velocity impact studies, again, are not 
applicable to the problem here. Material properties are only partly under¬ 
stood in the elasto-plastic regime and any theoretical work must be based 
on experimental and theoretical understanding of material properties. 



The theoretical approach which we have undertaken is discussed 
separately in Section IV below. It is based on a new formulation of the 
stress-strain laws and equations of motion suitable for computer solution. 
The method is very general and is applicable to any material for which the 
material properties can be determined and to a wide variety of target geom¬ 
etries. Preliminary results are presented and show that the method has 
promise. The direction for future research is indicated. 
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III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The bibliography is divided into two parts. Part 1 contains a list 
of compiled bibliographies and proceedings of symposiums and seminars con¬ 
cerning impact and body armor. Part 2 contains a list of pertinent books and 
papers. 

Many of the articles listed in Part 2 are summarized. These articles 
have also been evaluated to some extent as to content by use of the symbols 
listed below. 

Symbol Description 

M Metal Targets 
NM Non-metal Targets 
HV Velocities Above 10,000 feet per second 
LV Velocities Below 10,000 feet per second 
Th Theoretical Program 
Ex Experimental Program 
Thk Thick (semi-infinite) Targets 
Thn Thin Targets (plates, etc.) 
E Concerns Energy Partitioning or Dissipation 

l. PART 1 - SYMPOSIUMS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND SEMINARS 

Graham. R,, "Bibliography on. Impact Physics" 
Sandia Corporation 
Bibliography, ’SCR-59 December 1958 

This bibliography consists of a rather complete collection of 
references and abstracts on the subjects of : 
(1) Plastic Wave Propagation in Bouided Solids 
(2) Behavior of Metals Under Explosive Conditions 
(3) Dynamic Photoclasticity 
(4) Penetration Phenomena. 
Other topics covered in less detail are: 
(5) Behavior of Materials at High Strain Rates 
(6) Lateral Impact 
(7) Impact Measurement Devices. 

General references at the beginning of the bibliography cite articles 
or books which cover the field of impact. An author index and a 
chronological listing of articles within a particular topic are included. 
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Proceedings oi the First Hyperyelocitv Impact Symposium 
RAND Corporation 
Santa Monica, California 1955 

Proceedings of the Second Hypervelocltv Impact Snnpo¿luJH 
U, S, Naval Research Laboratory 
Washington, D.C. J957 

Two volumes 
W. C. Mannix, W. W. Atkins and R. E. Clark, Editors 

Proceedings Of the Third Hvpervelocitv Impact Symposium 
Armour Research Foundation of Illinois Institute of Technology 
Chicago, Illinois ¡959 

Two volumes 
F. Genovese, Editor 

Proceedings of the Fourth Hvpervelocitv Impact Symposium 
Air Proving Ground Center 
Air Research and Development Command 
United States Air Force 
Eglin Air Force Base, Florida I960 

Three volumes and one supplement 

PfPCeedJJigs of.the Fifth Symposium on Hyp^rvclocitv Impact, 
Colorado School of Mines 
Denver, Colorado ¡952 

Two volumes 

Prpceedjnqs of the Sixth Symposium on Hvpervelocitv Impact 
The Firestone Tire and Rubber Company 
Cleveland, Ohio 

Four volumes 

i.l2aS£¿.A^Maiílue,Clte M,, "Bibliography of Papers of Internst to Body Armor" 
in APPiled Mechanics Review through December, 
University of South Carolina 1956 

A literature search has been made through all issues of the Applied 
Mechanics Review for references which may be pertinent to the 

. subject of penetration of projectiles into plastic-elastic substance. 
The references are given in order of the abstract number and year as 
given in Applied Mechanics Review. 



Seminar on HEP Shell 
Stanford Research Institute 
Stanford, California February 1955 

Seminar where the following papers were presented: 
1. "Mechanism of Spalling," Eugene F. Poncelet 
2. "Experimental Studies of Shock Pulses in Steel," Samuel Katz 
3. "Hydrodynamic Theory of Shock in Steel," George E. Duvall 
4. "Factors Affecting Detonation Rate and Pressure and Shape 

of Detonation Front," Thomas C. Poulter 

Symposium on Personnel Armor 
U. S. Naval Research Laboratory 
Washington, D.C. 4-5 October 1961 

1. "Characterization of Textile Yarns for Use Under Ballistic 
Impact Conditions," Jack C. Smith 

2. "Dynamic Behavior of Textile Fibers and Structures as 
Related to Personnel Armor," Henry M. Morgan 

3. "A Theoretical Study of Penetration and Residual Projectile 
Velocities," L. E. Fugelso 

4. "Method for Obtaining Yield Stresses at High Strain Rates," 
J. W. Corcoran 

5 . "The Dynamic Properties of High Tenacity Yarns and Their 
Relationship to Ballistic Resistance," R. C. Laible 

6. "Buoyant Insulating Body Armors from Staple Fibers," 
M. C. Jaskowski 

7. "Some U, S. Army Research Office Sponsored Research," 
Sherwood Githens, Jr. 

8. "Development of QMC Composite Armor Vest," E. R. Barron 
9. "The Effect of Resin Concentration on Physical Properties of 

a Laminated Structure for a Crash and Ballistic Protective 
Flight Helmet," Abraham L. Lastnik and John W. Gates 

10. "A Set of Angles of Obliquity for Use in Assessing Body 
Armor," Herbert Maisel, Wallace Chandler and Gerald DeCarlo. 

2 . PART 2 - BOOKS AND PAPERS 

Abbott. K. H.. "Metallurgical Observations of High Speed Impact. " 
4th Symposium of Hypervelocity Impact, Vol. II, AFGC-TR-60-39 

September I960 
M. LV. Ex 
Cylindrical pellets, 0.4 inches in diameter and 0.50 inches long, 
machined from annealed 1020 steel and from fully hardened 
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I 
I 
IFS X 318 steel, were fired at 1.50 inch thick rolled homogeneous 

armor plates. The velocity range covered was from 2000 ft/sec 
to approximately 10,000 ft/sec. The crater parameters were Imeasurea for each impact, and the plate material adjacent to the 
crater was examined motallurgically. The effects on crater forma¬ 
tion and the resulting metallurgical aspects of'crater formation are 

_ evaluated. 

Align i W, A., Maoes. I. M.. and Mayfield. C. B.. "ShockWaves in Air 
- * Produced by Waves in a Plato. " J. Appl. Phys . ¿6, 1 173, 1955 

* M. Ex 
(Contains photos showing that the bulge on the rear face of a 

steel plate has limbs that are almost straight. 

I Align, W, A, and Rogers, I. W,, "Linearized Theory of the Penetration of 
a_Rod into a Thick Target. " 
U. S. Naval Ordnance Test Station 

. China Lake, California 
I NAVWEPS Report 7906, Copy 290 April 1962 

A linearised theory is proposed for the penetration of a rod into 
a thick target. Hydrodynamic theory, based upon a constant 
dynamic yield strength of the target, yield a relationship involving 
penetration velocity and the density ratio of the target with respect 
to the rod. The proposed theory, for the case of six rod materials 
and an aluminum target, represents the experimental data better 
than the conventional hydrodynamic theory based upon a constant 
dynamic yield strength of the target. 

Ajkins, W_t.S., "Flash Associated with High-Velocitv Impact on Aluminum." 
J. Appl. Physics 26., 176, 1955 

Ex 
Shows photos of straight-limbed bulge on rear face of an aluminum 
plate. 

Backman, M. E., "Elastic and Plastic Behavior in the Impact of Cylinders 
Against Plate. " J. Appl. Physics 30, 1397, 1959 

M, Th. Ex. Thk 
A theory of the indentation of a thick plate from impact by a flat- 
ended elastic cylinder is derived from elastic and plastic theories 
and compared to experimental values for 2024-T4 aluminum alloy, 
half-hard naval brass and Armco iron. Plastic conditions in pla:es 
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oí the aluminum alloy are considered in detail by assuming increase 
in hardness to a maximum value. These results are sensitive to 
projectile length and are compared to experimental results for five 
projectile lengths. 

Barron. E. R.. "Development of QMC Composite Armor Vest/1 
Quartermaster Research and Engineering Command 
U. S. Army 
Natick, Massachusetts October 1961 

Descriptions are given for types of body armor that have been used 
previously through the ages. The details of a Doron vest used in 
the Korean War are given, along with reasons for discarding same. 
Present vest is built up of composite armor of ballistic nylon and 
.032 titanium (4 plys). No information is given pertaining to the 
efficiency of this newest vest. 

H. W. Kuhlmann. R. I. Leininger, R. G. Heiligmann and E. E. McSweenev 
"Development of Laminated Armor,11 
Battellc Memorial Institute April 28, 1949 

Final report under Contract W-33-019-Ord-6?66 . 

Bell, i, F., "Propagation of Plastic Waves in Solids," J. Appl. Physics, 
Vol. 30, No. 2, Feb 1959 

Ex, M, LV 
A detailed experimental study of large amplitude plastic waves in 
annealed aluminum is presented. Using the author's diffraction 
grating technique, accurate strain-time and surface angle-time 
histories are obtained at different locations in the velocity of 
impact. Verification of the strain rate independent theory with 
strain amplitude modification is provided in this region for impact 
velocities up to 63 ft/sec. Poisson's ratio is dynamically deter¬ 
mined for strains up to 0.5%. Marked changes are observed in 
the propagation behavior above 1.06% strain, related to the abrupt 
increase in Poisson's ratio from 1/3. The maximum amplitude of 
waves above this value decreases exponentially with distance 
from impact. 

Beth. R. A.. "Penetration Theory: Separable Force Laws and the Time of 
Penetration, " 
Princeton University OSRD, 5258, ATI 24842 June 1945 

Th 
The separable force laws represented by R=C ,g(X) * f(v) are sum¬ 
marized. For a separable force law the relationship between x 
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and V during penetration can be expressed in terms of the striking 
velocity v0, and the maximum penetration in such a way that 
the mass of the projectile and the target strength parameter C are 
eliminated. This leads to a simplified formula for computing the 
times of penetration. 

H. A. t "An Attempt of a Theory of Armor Penetration . " 
Cornell University 
Ordnance Laboratory 
Frankford Arsenal May 1941 

Ex. M. NM 

Early endeavor to describe by simple mathematical models the 
mechanism of armor penetration. Fairly good qualitative infor¬ 
mation describing resistive ability of armor and plastic work. 

Beve. W. R.r Sacks, t , M^h^ r, T. Tr. . 
for Personnel Armor. " 
Watertown Arsenal Laboratory 
Watertown, Massachusetts 

■Barker. F. f., "Design Manual 

February 1951 

Ex 

The numerous factors involved ir the general problem of design¬ 
ing body armor to provide maximum resistance to penetration of 
munition fragments have been investigated by the Midwest Re¬ 
search Institute under contract to the Ordnance Corps . The 
results of this work, together with those of other agencies have 
been summarized and brought together in the form of a manual for 
use in designing body armor. Since a knowledge of the probable 
striking velocity, weight, size and other characteristics of frag¬ 
ments is an important prerequisite to the design of body armor 
and to an estimation of its ability to prevent or reduce casualties, 
all available data on fragment characteristics have been included' 
m this manual. In addition to the data, mathematical procedures 
are developed for handling the numerous variables and reducing 
the data to a form easily applied to problems of body armor design. 
Examples are given to illustrate the design methods and some 
comparisons are given to show the relative performance of some of 
the current leading body armor materials under conditions of fragment 
impact expected in combat. 

Beyc, W. R. and Witherspoon, 
Armor Consisting of Metallic, 
Watertown Arsenal 
Watertown, Massachusetts 

-In-Tv* "Study of the Behavior of Light Personnel 
or a Combination of Fibrous and Metallic Materials 



Ex, iVL NM, LV. Thn 
During a previous work a method was developed to describe the 
resistance to penetration by fragments having various masses and 
velocity. This report presented data for 1/2" diameter cylinders 
projected perpendicularly against the armor materials. The present 
work considers projectiles impacting at various angles of incidence, 
different projectile nose shapes, different fragment sizes and higher 
velocities. 

BiQt^JVL _A., "Theory of Deformation of a. Porous Viscoelastic Anisotropic 
Solid,11 J. Appl. Physics, Vol. 27, No. 5, Page 489, May 1956 

Th 
Equations are established for the deformation of a viscoelastic 
porous solid containing a viscous fluid under the most general 
assumptions of anisotropy. The particular cases of transverse 
and complete isotropy are discussed. General solutions are 
also developed for the equations in the isotropic case. As an 
example, the problem of the settlement of a loaded column is 
treated. The second order effect of the change of permeability 
with deformation is also discussed. 

Biot, M,, At, "Mechanics of Deformation and Acoustic Propagation in Porous 
Media," Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 33, No. 4, April 1962 

Th 
A unified treatment of the mechanics of deformation and acoustic 
propagation in porous media is presented, and some new results 
and generalizations are derived. The writer's earlier theory of 
deformation of porous media derived from general principles of 
non-equilibrium thermodynamics is applied. The fluid-solid 
medium is treated as a complex physical-chemical system with 
resultant relaxation and viscoelastic properties of a very general 
nature. Specific relaxation models are discussed, and the general 
applicability of a correspondence principle is further emphasized. 
The theory of acoustic propagation is extended to include aniso¬ 
tropic media, solid dissipation, and other relaxation effects. 
Some typical examples of sources of dissipation other than fluid 
viscosity arc considered. 

Bjorksten Research Laboratories, Inc.. "Investigation and Development of 
Body Armor Structures. " 

Final report under Contract DA-19-129-QM-596 . 
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Mülim. 1.1,, “Stresses in Projectiles During Penetration. " 
Proc. SESA, 13, 167, 1956 1956 

Thin plates were fired at stationary projectile. 

MäamaiLu-P> w, ^."Effects of Hlah Hydrostatic Pressure on the Plastic 
Properties of Mçt^jg,11 Review of Modern Physics, Vol. 17, p. 3, 1945 

1RL Report N9. R~.502i "Mechanisms of Armor Penetration." February 1951 

CLASSIFIED 

finjcg« Et P.. "Review and Analysis of High Velocity Impact Data." 
5th Symposium on Hypervelocity Impact 
Volume 1, Part 2 October 1961 

Ex, M, Thk, LV. HV 
A thorough review has been made of existing experimental data 
applicable to the impact of high velocity projectiles with semi¬ 
infinite metal targets. Empirical equations relating depth of 
penetration and crater volume to properties of the projectile and 
target have been derived based on the assumptions that: 
1. Projectile shape does not affect crater shape for projectiles 

which range from spheres to cylinders up to one caliber in 
length, and 

2. Craters are hemispherical. 
Both of these assumptions are supported by the available data. 
Additional data and/or a rigorous theoretical treatment of the 
problem are required to evaluate the utility of the equations at 
higher impact velocities. 

Qiarters, 4,,c, , "High Speed Impact," Scientific American, Vol. 203, p. 128 
N0, 4 October 1960 

A summary of the phenomena of impact written for the layman. 
There is a brief history of the work done and who is doing the 
investigations (at the time the article was written). Many 
photographs of various types of impact are included. 

QhffMi Pçl Çhj,—Vigco-Pl^gtic How Theory m Hvpervelocitv PerfomHon r>r 
Pki-ÜL/’ - 
5th Symposium on Hypervelocity Impact, 
Vol. I, Part I, Nonr-(G)-0020-62(X), October 1961 
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Th, Thn 
In the analysis of the hypervelocity impact problem, only two 
theories have been used: the incompressible hydrodynamic 
theory and the compressible shock wave theory. Both of these 
theories consider the solid materials under impact as fluids, and 
the analyses are similar to that for standard perfect fluid theory 
in fluid mechanics, where the viscosity of the fluid is neglected. 
For certain special cases of impact, the omission of viscosity 
may be justified, but the fact is that an exact understanding of 
the effect of the viscosity is still unknown. 

In order to gain some insight into the effect of viscosity, the 
case of the perforation of a thin plate by a circular cylinder is 
considered. Based on available test results, it is felt that 
viscosity plays a more important role in perforation problems than 
it does in cratering problems. Visco-plastic properties of the 
material are assumed and the governing equations derived. The 
solution of these equations are plotted in the form of velocity dis¬ 
placement, strain and strain-rate vs radial distance curves. The 
perforation diameter, loss of momentum and residual velocity of 
the projectile are also obtained. 

Ql.ark, ELJL and Wood, D. S,, "The Time Delay for the Initiation of Plastic 
.DofprmatiQn at Rapidly Applied Constant Stress." Proceedings, American 
Society for Testing Materials, Vol. 49, p. 717 1949 

Clark, P. _,S. and Wood. D. S.. "The Tensile Impact Properties of Some 
Metals and Alloys,11 Transactions, American Society for Metals, Vol. 42, 
P- 45 1950 

.Collinsi Rufus D, and Kinard. William H.. "The Dependency of Penetration 
QD-ÜÍ.Q. Mo men turn Per Unit Area of the Impacting Projectile and the Resistance 
of Materials to Penetration.11 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Technical Note D-238 May 1960 

Ex. Thn. M 
The results of this investigation indicate that the penetration of 
projectiles into quasi-infinite targets can be correlated as a 
function of the maximum momentum per unit area possessed by 
the projectiles. The penetration of projectiles into aluminum, 
copper, and steel targets was a nonlinear function of the momentum 
per unit area of the impacting projectiles. Penetration varied in¬ 
versely as the projectile density and the elastic modulus of the 
target material for a given projectile momentum per unit area. 
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Crater volumes were found to be a linear function of the kinetic 
energy of the projectile, the greater volumes being obtained in 
the target materials which had the lowest yield strength and the 
lowest speed of sound. 

Gorggran, It w, and Kelly, I. M.. "Further Studies in,the Behavior of 
Lightweight Personnel Armor Materials." 

Quartermaster Research and Engineering Command November 1962 

Ex, M, LV. Thn 
A series of tests was carried out to provide information on the 
behavior of projectiles impacting two types of armor materials 
at oblique and normal incidence in the velocity range 1000 ft/sec 
to 4000 ft/sec. The armor materials were a titanium alloy and a 
high-test steel and the projectiles used were high tensile strength 
cylinders. The report includes the results of tests to determine 
the yield characteristics of the armor at high strain rates. 

■Gfilgofen, I, Wt< Jjelly, I, M., "Phenomena of Penetration in Light Weight 
Personnel Armor Materials. " 
Quartermaster Research and Engineering Command 
Beckman & Whitley, Inc, November 1962 

A program of test work was undertaken to provide data on the 
behavior of projectiles impacting light armor materials, at veloc¬ 
ities in the range 1000 ft/sec to 4000 ft/sec. The report includes 
the results of tests of spherical and cylindrical aluminum projectiles 
impacting aluminum plates and similar projectiles impacting a light 
armor built up out of corrugated aluminum sheets. It concludes 
with a description of a new method for determining material properties 
at high speed rates. This method was used to obtain estimates of the 
yield stress of 2024 T4 aluminum at strain rates'from 2900/sec to 
13,600/scc. 

-Q-Urran, POMld P. . "No.nhydrodynamic Attenuation of Shock W^ves in Alnndnym , " 
J. Appl. Physics, Vol. 34, No. 9 September 1963 

Ex, M, Thn 
The attenuation of shock waves in 2024 aluminum has been studied 
experimentally by impacting aluminum flyer plates upon aluminum 
targets and measuring the target-free surface velocity as a function 
of target thickness. The results disagree with the predictions of 
hydrodynamic theory, exhibiting premature attenuation. An elastic- 
plastic model is proposed which adequately describes the data. In 
this model, Poisson s ratio remains constant under compression and 

t; 1 jj"1 ■ 
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the tensile yield strength increases linearly with compression, 
attaining a value of 12 kbars at a relative volume V/V0 of 0.86. 

DüVicte., N_.-, Kufl-nfl-,- Y. K. andMimzemis. "Some Theoretical Models of 
Hypervelocity Impact," 
5th Symposium on Hypervelocity Impact 
Vol. I, Part I, Nonr-(G)-0020-62(X) October 1961 

m 
The phenomena of cratering is complex because different effects 
predominate in different parts of the crater. Thus in a zone ahead 
of the projectile, the target material is under ultra-compression. 
This zone is bounded in front by an advancing shock wave and 
gradually shades off at the sides into another zone where the ma¬ 
terial, in some state of fluidity, deforms sideways along the 
crater. Ultimately, as the angle of deviation from the direction 
of impact is increased, the material has undergone permanent 
plastic deformation and hills up to form the lip of the crater. 

The direct aim of any penetration theory is,of course, to predict 
the shape and size of the crater. The spherical model does this 
by analyzing the state of the material in the region behind the 
shock wave, and leads to a value for the diameter and volume of 
the crater comparable with experimental data. 

Dicter, Ir,, 11 Mechanical.Metallurgy." 
McGraw-Hill Book Company 
New York, New York 1961 

Chapters 3 through 8’give basic introduction to the plastic behavior 
of metals. 
Chapter 3 - Elements of Theory of Plasticity 
Chapter 4 - Plastic Deformation of Single Crystals 
Chapter 5 - Plastic Deformation of Polycrystalline Aggregates 
Chapter 6 - Dislocation Theory 
Chapter 7 - Fracture 
Chapter 8 - Internal Friction • 

Encyclopedia Brittanica, "Armour Plate. Resistance to Penetration." 
1959 Edition 
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Frgpch, A, P., "Dissiodtion of Proioctilo Enemv on Imoact " 
University of South Carolina ^ 
Technical Note No. 11-57-P1 19r)7 

Ex. M. NM. Thn. LV. T 

The research has been concerned primarily with the details of 
energy loss for projectiles entering materials of interest as 
defensive armor. Much of the work has been done on nylon 
fabric -- its mechanical properties and its ability to absorb 
energy from non-deforming projectiles. A considerable amount 
of work has also been done on certain other materials in the 
form of solid sheets or plates. The object has been to develop 
theoretical considerations and to obtain new data on energy 
dissipation, with a view to understanding the mechanisms, and 
so paving the way towards improved design possibilities. 

Work has been done using .15, .22, .30, .45 and .50 caliber 
ragmcnt simulators. The targets used are unbonded nylon, 

doron (plasticized fiberglass) 24 ST aluminum, 75 ST aluminum, 
and Hadiield steel. General equations to include caliber are 
given. 

French, At P,, "Penetration of Ballistic Projectiles," 
University of South Carolina " ~~ 
Technical Note No. 10-57-P3 

Ex. NM. T.V 

The research has been concerned primarily with the penetration 
of non-deforming projectiles into aggregates of brittle particles 
of a well defined character. Specifically, the major part of the 
work has been done with spherical glass bonds of various sizes 
The object has been to obtain precise information on the penetra 
tion as a function of the projectile velocity, target particle size 
and other relevant parameters; and to build a quantitative theory 
of ballistic penetration in the light of the experimental data. It 
is felt that this aim has been substantially achieved. 

Fowles, G. R., "Attenuation of thn Shock Wave Producer! in a Solid bv n 
Hiying Plate, " J. Appl. Physics, Vol. 31, No. 4, p. 65 5, April I960 

Th, M 

The attenuation of the plane shock wave produced in a solid 
by a flying plate of the same material is treated, neglect¬ 
ing dissipative' processes and effects of material rigidity. 
Explicit formulae for the position of the shock front and the 
shape of the pulse as functions of time are obtained by 
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applic.itlon of rriiMlrich’u mc‘thod. A nui i(>rical exan.plc tor an 
aluminun. target and Kojcctilo Is prosentod to illustrate some 
of the features of the calcmlatlon, and an experln.cnt is proposed 
to tot;t the theory. The t xperlnent should also allow a reasonably 
precise ineasvremor.t of sound velocity iaimediatrly behind the 
shock front to be obtained. This possibility applies equally 
well to the case of target ana projectile of different natt rials.

"Ijiji)act Phe.lOiiu'ila AIAA lournal S' ptember lMh3

A st.itistlcal interpretatioii of expe rir.-.ental results drriV'-'d trorii 
a small nu iilicr of te st shots strongly indlcatc»d that the niOtion 
of pi rn trafiny bodies n iyht be yoverned by the conblned result 
of at le.ist throe diffe n r.l kinds of laws of resistance acting 
sirn.lianeously the moving uxly. Considering the fact that
' .uring the penetration the ridativo velocity between the tar jet 
and piojoctile v.irios from a maxlnur spt’ud to zero, thf‘ three 
laws of resistance have been chosen as functions of the zero, 
first and sr-comi poweis of instantaneous velocity. As a r*'sult, 
a di;:«Tf'ntial equation has been adopted as a working hypothesis, 
rin.illy, suitably chosc>r. integrations lead to erjuatlons that de
scribe petK tratlon doptf. and p.>n. iration tir o as a function of the 
instar.taneous vehx-Uv. A cor p^inson in'twev u ihooretlc illy 
[)T* dieted results ar.u . xixriint ntal results is shown.

0

Fi:«i' Ije. L. E.. "A Til, on licr.d Siuilv of Dva..! ,1c Plastic Drfor.ratiot. Under
li'.tiact L M is . "
; tn Sympei^luni nr. Hyi>ervclocity Ir eact
Vol. I, P.at I. Noi.r - (G) -00JO-6. (X) October iUbl

Th. TiO.
A ihooretlcal treatment of dynamic plastic deformation under 
impulsive lu>ids is pr sented. Equations of motion based on 
disloc'ition Iheory .»rt employed. The specific problem solved 
i.s the deformation of a semi-infinite half space which is struck 
suddenly by a cylindrie d projectile. Xiic method of solution 
is based on a si I of continuous equations icrived from discrete- 
dislocation theory of j laslic deformation. The basic physical 
assun ption of this rruxicl of defer'.atIon is that the total aefor.n- 
uti >n ot the meuiun. ir. composed of el istlc deformation or 
distortion of the body accompanied by the nidtlon of dislocations 
un.ior the applb d stress.
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Fuaplso. T... C- . Arofiiy . A. A. Pocziitok. T. I.. "Moci'.diiics of roiiotra-
tlon." Voi. I, ‘•Mctdllio PlaU b. Th cuf’- .m i Apulicatiuiis" 1961

The elnstic and dynan ic plastic equations of notion for the stresses 
and displacements in a netallic plate under ii ipact of a metallic 
cylindrical punch arc analytically and nuincrically solved. An 
elementary theory for tirie to fracture under hi»jh, rapid stresses is 
developed. Several engineering applic.itions arising in thin plate 
penetration are solvt'd utilizing the theory.

Fvfo. 1. M.. *'Auplieation of ‘Mvdrod'.r.a 
Qi-UYi>crvclocUv Impact Prohle r.s. "
5th 3yi;q>osiuir. on Hypervclocity I:i.paci 
Vol. I, Port I, Nonr - (Ci)-002U-fai(y)

iic* Ti^corv to the Low Stress Range

October 1«61

An essential feature of a mathoniatical motlel for a physical phe
nomenon is that it oe tractable to known methods of solution. In 
stress wave propagation tnis is oiien achieveu i.y making certain 
si.nplifying assumptions, as for i>xamplt , when the material be
haves elastically, or for higher stresses when it follows n particuhar 
elasto-plastic rule of behavlci (vl< ld criteria). It is the purpose 
ot this pape r to show that by li nitinej the physical configurations 
ot the phenol, cnon it is jKissinle to reduuv; the i iatiiematical 
co: iple'Xily of a imtfhoni.iliciil tiicxie 1 without imposing any undue 
rostiiction on the physical properties of the material under con
sider jtiou.

Though the particular t‘'oory ;ii voIojh d is not rusiricted to any 
stre'ss leve l, it is regardea as be ing mainly applicable to low stress 
levels vvluTe tfie assu::;ptu>i. tiial the ire vilum is a fluid may not 
pussluly bt' valid. la hypervclocity li .pact, Ionv stresses will 
occui lU'.ir the lear .surface of a platet when a wav.; reflects fioi;, 
ll.at s nfact , or In the tail of a stie?ss pulse .

Ciehriiui. 1. Willi.i:-.. Ir.. "Ouservations of th. Ph 
Irin.u t."
4tn Symposium of liypervn locity Ir.i{>aci 
AP(Jc;-TR-r,n-ig, vd. il.

•nor Qf Jlyperve locit’, _

Sept'.fiber l‘J60

III
A critical examination is r iade of the step-by-step mechanism of 
crater for uation undei ccnuirlor. of i-.yix rv Ijcity impact. The 
formation of a crater is treated as a threc-strp pnxress, en- 
Cor p.issin(.: the rrii..aiy penetration of the impacting pellet, the
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descriptive analysis of the stress field causing cavitation within 
the mati'riiil, and lastly, the elastic and/or plastic recovery of 
the walls of trie crater. A model of crater for:::atlon is developed 
based upon iioth availabh' theory and expcrir-enlal technique's 
which permit the i;'<ji.Uf)rlng of the complete I'locess.

i

Cdien-, A. (/.. "C.ilcidutino f'raiin.ent Penetration and Velocity Uatii for Use 
ill Valuv.rabilitv Studies.”
U. S. Naval Nuclear Ordnance Evaluation Ur.it 
Alduiii.c rque. New Mf^xico October 1959

Th. Ex. ihn
A bnet :.iinir;ary of the theoretical and scmienpirlcal penetration 
formulae is given. Two soiniei:ipirlcal expressions are ei^iploycd 
for predicting the penetration of a strong ductile steel, one for 
fragment velocities less than 3,000 ft/sec. the other for veloci
ties U tween 3,000 and 0,000 ft/sec. For mild-steol and 
aluminum-alloy armor, use is made o: empirically derived 
tormuiao from the worn at The Jol.ns Hopkins University, Project 
Tiior. The formula of R. W. Gurney is used for predicting the 
initial velocities of fragments from exploding shells and the 
actual striking velocities arc calculated by considering air drag. 
Several approximate metho-is are suggested for predicting residual 
velocities of fragments which perforate target material. Th.c in- 
f'^rmation presented shoulc serve only as a guide in predicting 
actual results in regard to vulnerability of weapons to fragments.

Cdniis. P. VV.. "Tiio Mechanic.d Properties of So-'g Metals and Alloys
Broken at Ultra Hinii Speeds." Journal, Institute of Metals, Vol. 61, p. 61

1937

Glass. C. M. ami Pond. R. B.. "A Metallurgical Anoroach to the HvDcrvelocitv
Pronh'in."
4th Syinposiutfi on Hypcrvelocity Impact
APGC-TR-hO-39, Vol. Ill Srptemoer I960

Th. M. Thk
Tne i;uluence of physical propel lies, such as modulus, ductility, 
fracture stress, etc., on metal deformation at high velocity is 
often ignored, and hydrodynamic conditions arc assumed to hold 
true during the deformation. Tliis approach Introduces largo 
sources of €;rror In many cases. Under hypervcloclty impact con
ditions of a tragiiicnt striking a sond-infinitc target, the physical 
Iiropertles of the target are the determining factors in the target 
reaction. The crater prouuced, and total stressed region In the 
target, are described in terms of stress-strain ndations in the
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tiiryet injtcrldl. This approach predicts a linear variation of 
crater volume and stressed region volume, with the energy of 
the incoming fragment.

Goldsmith. W.. "Impart" 
Edward Arnold, London

Grohdm. R. A.

19o0

—Pt‘t>th of Indee.tatlon on an Innartlnii Piuiccttle. " 
J. Appl. PJ ysics, H:ol4-2d, M,,rch i960

Ex. NM
Experiment in which a 101 R steel projectile is fixc'd at high 
velocity and impacted upon a barium titanatc> ceramic to study 
the feriot loctric charge ielcasc tro.ni the ijariun titanate.

It was noted the flat faced projectile was indented by the flat 
face of the target and the depth of indtintation was a function 
of impact velocity,

HfliP*T§PPi S. M, gnd Afk'ns. V»'. '.V.. "Ohservatton of Hvpervelociiv 

ith Symposium on llyporvelocity Ir pact
Vol. I. Part 2, Cctooer l'^61

Ex. M. .IV. Tt.k
Particular attention has l)ocn given to Impact studies of both 
hard and soft aluminum. .>011 and 1100 F. and two types of 
steel. 1020 and hardened 4J40 sled. Spheres of aluminum 
and nylon (3/R" diameter) were the principal penctrutors for 
those studies. Tne highest velocities were o.03 km/'scc with 
an aluminum spiierc and 1.6 1 k ;.,'sec with a nylon sphere. 
Alumlr.u.m spheres of 1/1" diameter were also fired; maxinum 
velocity was 6.27 km/sec.

Although much new infor lafion has been ooU.iaed about hyper- 
vclo.-ity impact phenomena, still more data at higher velocities 
are needed before several pertinent gucstlons cm be an.sw( rod. 
The effect of target strength is not yet rosolv-d. although it 
apivars from the E.V valu- s fer the dlfferoi.t grades of aluminun 
and sleol that at the v( locitles attained, physical properties are 
liiport.int.
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E, lOiis. I. A. .n(i Don.. I. C.. ‘':Urui.i Rvito Effects in
FLiytic VVav- Pre t»^i-;ntion . **
Mctaiiurjl(\il S(x;l. ty Coalf'u nce, Estrs Park Color,ido, Jaly DbO
Piocor liiriqs of R< spi^rasf of M< tals to Hiqh Velocity Deformation Conference,
Interneloncc PuMislic-rs, Payc' 93, Vol. 9

Th
Pioseiitation of a m('thod by which the {dastic properties of ma
terials can bo Invostiqated at strair. rates up to 1.3 x 10'*/sec 
throuyh iripulslve loading techniques. Coti parison ic :nade 
b.. twr;en the clasto-plastic and strain nto theories showing 
th.it < lasto-plastic tiieory cannot account for plastic behavior 
for the riiiKje of strain rates oi>tatned and th.it the custoinary 
Molvern strain rate theory fails to properly take account of 
structure in d«'tcrmining stiaiti rate effects. A description is 
given of strain rate effects in terms of dislocation theory and 
the exlstf I'.ce of a limiting strain rate is deduo'd from dis
location processes.

Hi rrnann. W. and, lonr s. A. H., "Survey of llypcr'elocitv Impact Informa-
ttOi.. "
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Septenber 1961

r>:. M. T'lik. The. I.V. IIV
Available information n luting to cratering and penetration in 
im lalli-.; t.irgeis hus ix:^cn gatherea. Impact of compact p,irticles, 
n'i«-io-i)urtlcles, and rods at normal and oblique targets and on 
thin targets, multiple .si>accd targets, and shielded targets is 
considered. ExF>erlmer.tal data is prese'ntcd in t.ibular and 
graphical form for ready refere«ncos. Available thc-ories and 
ser..leimiirlcal theories as well as .nvpirlcal correlation expres
sions nr-.- s’.i! .is.irized i i enlform notation and are compared with 
each other ami witn the exj> rii..ontal. for nor.s.al Impact on 
quasi-infinltc targets two ei; plrical corrolalloe expressions arc 
dciiuccd which are more generally applicable than previous ex
pressions. A qualitativi description of tl,e cratering process is 
given and icullstlc regloiis of impact ari' defined. Recommenda
tions for future experlrm ntal and theoretical work are made.

Holmes. R. H.. and Enos. V/. E. 
Korea." J.A.M.A. m, H77

'Medical Aspects of Body Arnof Used in 
1951

Hook.lng.| H. G. and Kolskv. H,, "Mechanics of Hvpervelocity Impact of 
Solids, -
4tii Symposium of Hyperveloclty Impart.
Volume I, APGC-TR-60-39 September 1960
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111 yoncnl, tho iinstecuiy r;otlOM priidi.ct.’d duripicj the impuct of 
solid pfoji'ctllc'S ii:id lurjcts i.ivolvrs, in j fijl ly con4plox 
manner, combinations of fundamentally different physical 
reejimes charactori/ed t‘irr>ugh the occurrence of elastic and 
plastic deformation, irvtoi ipressiMe and corpprossiole flow, 
and, in the limit, explosion conditions. A sewre comproiaisr 
is necessary lictwcen physical rcalilics and PMiIienutical 
complexities in theon tical studies of hypervf-loCity impact,
<»nd accordinyly only a limited ciogree of precision is possiole.

Iluilich. A.. "Ariror Plate."
Watertown Arsenal
Watertown, Massachusetts
Report No. 710/451

Cx. M. Tnk. LV
Furtlii.r studios of the ircchaiiism of penetration of homogeneous 
aimor plate by metallopapnlc means of tne nature of thi» deforma
tion produced in 1/2' thick homoyent ous rolled armor plate by 
caliijor .j'J armor-pic rciny bulle ts.

lohnson. D. K. . r, r,, r.l,.,r, f. P. aniCro.v. R, W ,

July 1942

Produced in Met.d.; ny Hicil; V. 1 jt:it\ 1- 
Department of electrical Enyinecu i.. j 
Uni/orsl’Y of Utah 
Tccn!Uc-,il Report Ul'-l

r>:. M, Thk. I V

•MCt.

Illy 1059

Steel Ji-hc'rc s were acn h rated to volocltlos up to 2.5 kn/sec and 
i.npactod on tarejet;; of crcjp^K.-r, h-.id, alu'-i lur. , magacslun,, zinc, 
silver <ina 4140 steel. Volume', area and dei th of the resulting 
cratiTj .ire plotted as functions of pro-- ctiK . neryy or momontun.. 
Crater volume was found to be proportional to projectile energy. 
Area and {Kuietration w« re- dependent .u. projc ct.le deformation 
as well a:; velocity.

Jones. A. H. . Porne ;.i:s ■ I. f.. II * Trj'i.im
Ir Piict Infer.'r.atioii II. "
Mass.ici.usc tts In.-.titute of Technology

I.’x. M. NM. Thk. The. fIV, rv

■ !'t?urvev of Hs'norveh-xutY

December 1963

More infor: lation which has yathered sine; Volume I of this 
survey was published has iieen discussed. This pertains to 
impact on guasi-infinitc targets, finite tiiickness targets, thin
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pldt« targets and stii- lded targets. Data for impact into targets 
of the type; d' scribtd are pr'>sentod in graphical farni and com
pared with present theory. Also, data has be«,n gathered tor 
Impact on cor posite targets. Recommendations for future cx- 
p*‘rii;i»'ntal and thooretlt;al work, are made.

Kiiiard. W . II.. rt al. . ”Ci?i‘ct of Tara(.‘t Thickness on Cratering and Pen-
( tratioij oi Projectiles Liinacti.m .it Velocities to li.dOO ft/soc."
Langley Research Center
Lai.yl.-y Flchi, Virginia December 195fl

LV^HV^ Thu- Ti.K
This study tried to aetei.,>iuc the effects of target thickness on 
the iionotration anu craterir.g characteristics for a target rt;sult- 
ing from impacts in the 4UUU U/scc-13,000 ft/sec range. They 
used aluminum projectiles into alun.iiuin targets and steel pro
jectiles into alun inupi and copper targets. Penclratior. was 
found to be a functior: of thickness provided that the penetration 
was greater than ZO/ of the target thickness.

Ki-.arcl. V/. II, .cd L.: 1, rt. C. tT. "An In.et.ii'uitiun of the Effect of
j»'t i- mi»< rat .rc on Proicctile Pn'n.etration arid Crat'.riaa.' 

KACA RM LS ;EI 19'b, N bi-lb: 43

Lx. LV. HV. M. Thk
Results of stei 1 projectiles tired into copjur targets at velocities 
frorI :.',000 to 11, *^00 ft/soc indicate that as the target tcr>peraturu 
is incr(;ased the crater size also increases. Projectiles impacting 
targets heated to 900°F produced craters having as much as twice 
the volume of craters j roiiuced by projectiles of the same typo 
impacting targets having a temperature of S0°F. It appears that 
the decreasing of the speed of sound in the target material as It 
is heat a can us'd as a parameter to predict the amount of in
ert ascu cratcri..g to be t'xpocted when targets ore heated.

Kiiu ke. ToliC. H.. Tr.. "Oi.'Sf rvations of Cr.n> r Forn.ation in Ductile Mateiials.'
5th Symposium on Hypervelocily Impact
Vol. I, Part 2, October 1961

Lx. M. Thk
The model presc:nled here is suostantiated oy the following experi
mental observations:
1. The crater size observations at various impact velocities 

In a nu:nbc;r of target riatctials, and the crater size ob
servations In the two aluminum alloys at various temperatures
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3.

indicate thot the strenyth of Iho target raaterlal is the 
iredoiMinant factor In determining the final crater size 
in targets of ductile material.
The investigation of shock propiigatlon gives evidence 
that the dynamic strengths of materials under hyperve- 
locity Impact subst.intially exceed those under static 
loading conditions, in targvds of brittle materials.
The observations of crater growth show that craters are 
formed in periods of time long compared with those for 
the conipli'tion oi the transient and stciidy-state reyinu*s. 
They also substantiate the existence of a rebound in the 
crater dimensions in the latest stages of development.

KAnsIpvVi R.. ”Ptoncrtics of Spherical Stress Waves Produced bv Hvuerve- 
Ipcitv Impact."
ARO, Inc;
AEDC-TDR-o3-l97

A semi-enplrical model derived which will, it is hoped, con
tribute lo the understanding of the nature of waves .and iractnrt^ 
in solids c.uisrd by hyperv. locity impact.

The distance within a solid ,u which the shock wjv.‘‘ slows down 
to .in elastic wave is eoimldercd as the r.idlns ot a "c.ivit/" tc 
the surface of which a f-rcing function can be applied to produce 
an elasti-' wav(' si-'dlar to th.it produceil by the impact of a high 
vclottiry projectile.

By the use of a high.-sivn d co.mputer, the ch.aracteristics r,f the 
forcing function art found which will prexhice the same effects 
as those caused J>y a proj.'ctih . This forcing function can bo 
dr.scri’ . i by a mathi : i itic il neries, each term being of the form 
tor wnlch the general wav.' egualion can bo solved. This permits 
thr- corrput.ation of p..rri-le displacer ent, par» cle velocity and 
princip.ll stresses wU.d > the tarj. t.

KiJaHy. H. t>hnir,hhti. A. C.. Jlln-esti lati___
Tiansiei.t .Str ss Wj/cs." Rest arch, Vol. 2, p. 3H4. Id4g

Kfdft. 1. M.. "Surface rricti >n jg R-»f|istic Pr r.otr..ttn:. '' J. Appl. Physics 
Vol. 2h, 12 4." 1095

Tiio frictional adhesion bctwe-ui projectile and target during a 
ballistic jKJnetratlon has i)cen tneasun d with a torsion-typo
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Hopkinson bar. The apparatus allows measurcnent of the tor
sional adhesion of a spinning projectile during target penetration, 
By assun ir.g ihe friction resisting rotation to equal that resisting 
axial penetration, the energy loss due to friction was computed. 
The results show that the torque-time p,ittcrn during oenetration 
of a "mechanically" clean projectile can be predicted with the 
assumption of a frictional energy loss just sufficient to keep the 
sliding surfaces at the melting temperature of the metal. Mctal- 
Ifjgraphlc analysis of the target metal at the projectile interface 
gives a further inuieation of a molten interface. In these tests, 
sliding friction accounts for about 3% of the striking energy of 
the projectile; common surface contaminants, not necessarily 
social lubricants, reduce this loss to loss than IX.

Kf»l!UTt 1« R. _aud y.,!d<iiu. R.. "Delay Time for tne Initiation of Slip In
M».:Lj1 djr.qU Cn^Stals," Journal of Metals, Vol. 4, p. 1^7,

Kr»-v( nhajen. K. K. and Zernow. L.. "P.^netratlon of Thin Plates,"
5th Symposium on llypcrvelocli/ Itup,ict
Vol. I, Part 2 October 1961

This p.ipcr discusses the process of penetration of thin plates by 
hypervelocity projectiles. In the experiments which will bo dos- 
criix'd, aluminum alloy plates of 0.100" thickness are Impacted 
by one cram titanium projectiles at velocities of the order of 5 kin/sec. 
Those conditions ore in a regime where complete penetration occurs.
Th.' results of these < xp< riments suggest a general model for such 
impact and penetration phenomena.

Kuhlria..n. 11. A .. < t al.. "The Develonnent of Lariinated Afmor."
Battcllo Memorial Institute for Watertown Arsenal, Watertown, Massachusetts

April 1949

Ex. NM. LV. Tim
Several hir.inates wi re prop.ircd using plasticized polyvinyl chloride, 
pelyim thyl methacr, late and plaskon 920 as the binders for 2x2 
Uiskei-weave, 13-oui.ce nylon. The ballistic and physical properties 
of these laminates were stu.il<^ d in the hope of establishing some 
correlation between the two properties. It was found that polyvinyl 
cl loridf' bonded laminates were generally superior to the other binders. 
However, bonded nylon was riov particularly superior to unbonded nylon,
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Wi.

MdldCf!. C. I.. Ttir'ilf. H. P. tiiKi Chdrcsr. T.. "An Invi/stladtion of Sualtinci 
and Crutfcr rorniation ov HvpcTVf'hjcitv Proicctil*:;. *'
Annual General Mty., Transjctioti, Vol. LXIV, pp. 140-149, 1961 
(Canadian Mining and Meta 11 nr<jleal Bulletin, Vol. 54, February 1961)

Mallory. H. Dean. “Propagation of Shock Waves in Alu: iiiutr.. ** J. Appl. 
Physics, Vol. 26, No. 3 May l')55

The velocity of shock waves in aluminum and the associated 
translational motions, produced by r.ietal-mctal impact have been 
determined by an electrical contact tecJinlque. The results ob
tained have J)oon used to evaluate an equation of state for the 
metal.

Mtiyficld. E. B.. and Rogers. J. W.. "Craterimi and .Shnek Wave Phenomena 
lO Steel Plateg gt Ulnh In.uict Sp. eds. " J. Appl. Physics, 91:472-3, March I960

Cx. M. Thn. LV
Ttie impact of aluniinum proj«?ctllcs on steel plates for unp-ict veloc
ities of 2i00 m/sec to 30o0 i;i/sec and about 1100 rr/scc was studied. 
Crater volume and penetratloii were mcasurod. Shock wave velix;ity 
from the free surface was dc tirmined and the p.irticlo velocity cal
culated. For annealed 4130 steel plates impacted at 27'.0 r:./scc 
average velocity, the average free surface particle velocity was 
0.205 mm/^sec. Existing theory on cratering and penetration gave 
excellent agreement with the oliserved valuf's.

McDermott. C. f, 
and Etti'Cls in Perforation of Thin A1 j.' .iiiurr' T.irn^gs

Cannon, C. T. ii:d Grow. R. . '‘Tei..Lx.^fatar< Studies

Dopart nent of Electrical Eivjinroring 
University of Utah 
Technical Report UU-3,

Ex. M. Thn. LV

May 1959

Steel SI hi res were accelerated to velocities of 2.5 km/soc and 
impacted on thin aluminum targets. These targets varied in thick
ness from 1/16" to 5/16". The targets were .ilso tested <it varying 
temper itures of TO^F, 2')g’F. 350"F a.id 500^F. The residual ve
locity was measured after pcr‘‘oration. It was found to be .m in
creasing function of the target temperature.
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IiMMCt of Srtu.ll Mt lai Sria fos U;>oi. I’l-il, 
3rd Sy:i |»ot,iui:i oi llypervi-locily Iiiipact

tell Tjr:sLta."
rchraary 1959

Cx. M. LV
A ul.;cL.islon of some of the data, analyst s and observations 
associeitt'd with two jrries of special fraqrioi.t-taryct irTip<icts. 
Several expressions relatlnq penetration and cratering with ve
locity and other p<uai;icters correlated to those data are introduced.

TIjc ranqe of vclori'ies was ^ron. 1000 to 6000 ft/scc. The fragments 
were as small as !'• grains <ind as largt; as 7000 grains with selected 
si/cs in between.

McOur f II. R. C. and Marsh. S. P., ‘•Caucttlon of State for Nineteen Metallic 
rii'ments troiT Shock Wave Me-asurenonts to Two Megui)ars.’' I. Appl. Physics, 
Vol. 31. No. 7 July I960

Ex. M
Plane wave explosive systems were used to accelerate thin metal 
plates to high velocities. Shock pressure resulting from the col
lision of these driver plates with a stationary target plate are 
approximately throe times greater than In the driver plate. The 
photographic flash gap technique was used to rect>rd velocities 
associated with the shock waves. The new experimental data ex
tend the Hugonlot l«x:l into the one to two megabar region for 19 
metallic elemcnt-s: Ag, Au, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Mo, Ni, Pb, Sn, Th, 
Ti, Tl, V. W, Zn, Bl, Pc, Sr.

Mellcckcf. T.^. and Cai 
Rcse.irch R latiiui Thereto.' 
Monsanto Chemical Company
Vol. II

. "The Linht Armor Tt sting Laboratory and

December 1945

Ex. NM. LV. Tim
A discussion of glass and glass facial .irmor tests with velocities 
to 3,000 ft/scc. Glass alone when supported by some noi>-armor 
p.aterlal such as artist’s clay was found to absorb most of the 
energy of the projectile (7/3Z" steel sphere) penetrating it. Test
ing equipment and procedures along with graphs of data and pictures 
of tests are included in this report.
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Meyer. E. A. anU Tansgp, f:. l,, "lntMr;iaticn Rpn.irdlnn thn Ciw rciv Al-sorlUi.a 
Characteristics of Materials tor Utlll/jtlon in Armor."
Bjorksten Rosnarch Laboratories, Inc, June 1957

£x^£.
Deals with errors in speed measurements in firing range.

Mgms. C. R.. Partridge. W, S, and Cannon. E. T.. "Perforation of Thin 
Alumina.:i Taraets,"
Technical Report UU-1 August 195R

Ex. M. LV. Thn. T
Steel spheres wt re accelerated to a velocity in the range Ix tween 
0.5 km/sec and 2.63 kr /sec and were impinged normally upon 
thin targets of aluminum. The amount of energy lost by a p<'llet 
in perforating a target was found to bo directly propor?io:»al to the 
kinetic energy of the Impinging pellet. The minimum amount of 
energy required for a p<. Hot to perforate aluminum was found to be 
an increasing function of target tiilckncss. It was also found that 
the hole diameter increased <is the Impact velocity increased.

Notional Buivmu of Stand>irds. "P'-volopmont of Personnel Arnior
Special Summary Report 9A120 covering period July 1, 1954 to May 31, 1955

Discusses small squares, ribbons, etc. of plastic.

R. S.. "On the Fnicturc of .5ollds Under Imptilc^lyeO'Biicti. 1. L. and Davis 
Loa.djpg Condji ions, "
Response of Me tals to High Velocity Deformation Proceedings
Estes Park, Coloiado 19o0
Vol, 9, p. 371, Metallurgical Society Conferences, Interscience Publishers

\
Ex, M \
A discussion of scabbing or spalling phenor .ona that is iissoc\ated 
with the rctUctlon of a con^pression stress wave from a free surtace, 
both in terms of the provlou.s work in this field and results ont.iinod 
by the authors. In add.tion, r uliiplo-pcllrt tcchniiiue for obtai^iing 
the pressure profile of an incident compression shock is dlscus.<ted. 
The reported dependence of stress for fracture as a functioi. of the 
intensity of the incident compression at the position of fracture is 

•explained in tir - s of errors introduced by the techniques used to 
measure shock protilos.
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ifr#.- X

No, 3S72,
'‘Chcinicul Strongthontno of Glfis.^. Science, Vol. 140, 

14 June 1963

Lx, NM
Through tho yctirs glass has been particularly noted for its trans
parency, refractoriness and chemical durability. I'nfortunatcly, 

’r)< ca'jse of it fragility, the use of glass has been lir iited when
ever oven modest forces might be applied to it. During the past 
few yortrs, however, steps have been taken by glass scientists 
to reduce the vulnerability of glass to fracture. Annealing, the 
first step in making glass a useful material, has enaided us to 
ir.aha* articles with strengths adequate for satisfactory service. 
Pfiyslcal tempering provided the next big advance, permitting 
strengths more than throe times those of annealed glass in simple 
shapes. Today, chemical strengthenigg is a rtial possibility for 
producing glass articles, regardless of design, more than three 
tiii.es tlie stiei.gth of physic.illy tempered ware.

A. 1.. and Biork. R. L.. "Hvdrotivnamic^ Applied to Mvpervi-luc^^YClsii.iker
I: 1 act: II. The Role of Meltiitu uivi VuDorlzation ii. Mvuefvelcx:itv In pact.**
5th Syiiiposium on Hypervelocity Impact
Vol. I, Part 1, Noni-(G)-0020-62(X) October 1961

During the portion of a hypervelocity i.npact where tremendous 
pressures are present the strength vind Lift nt heat of fusion do 
not affect the F»rocess in an important way. However, in the 
later stages of the impact when the pressure and internal energy 
fall to a low level, the condition of the mat* rial can become 
important.

When the matirial is 
substantial increase, 
of the shock strength 
fusion, heated liquid 
material as the final 
dition of the material

shock loaded the entropy undergoes a 
proportional to the tl.ird and higher powers 

. Stronger and stronger shocks level to 
, vapori.’.atlon and superheated vapor of the 
state. This paper discusses the final con- 
as a function of shock strength.

Olsh.ikcr, A. E.. and Biork. R. L.. "Hydrodynamics ApDlied to Hypcrvelocity 
1; pact, I. Scaling Laws for Di.ssi;:.ilar Materials."

The fundamental equations of motion of hydrodynamics .ire applied 
to an impact process. From these the Huyonlot relationship is 
oerived. Using the equations of state as found in the Los Alamos
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tests the shock process is doscri;)cd. Using the Information 
obtained from these equations scaling laws were arrived at 
that corrtdatod crater size; with the various projr>ctilc-target 
combin itions.

Orowan. C.. "Encrav Criteria of Fr.icturo.'* 
WeldiiUj Journal Resc.irch Suppb. nient, p. 1 March 19S5

Orowan. C.. ''Coiidiiion of Hi<;h Velocity Ductile rracture."
J. Appl. Pliysics, Vol. 26, No. ", p. 900 July 195S

The Griffith energy criteria, dW ■ -dU (dW » crack propagation 
work, -dU = released elastic energy) cannot be applied to es
sentially ductile fractures. In particular, it does not represent 
the condition of rapid ductile fracture propolh‘d hy the clastic 
• nergy of the specimen. The condition of such fractures is 
d W/dX * -d U/dX , where X is the plastic extf;nsion accom
panying the propagation of the crack.

Paca. Franci:, B.. "The Response of Mat-.rial^ tc;> Dynamic I.oads." 
b. S. Arn^' Cnijiiun.T Rt'Searc.h and Development Lahoratorif s
Fort Bci/oir, Virgitiia

A review is made of tiie st.itic and dynandc response of materials 
to stress. The action of stress and strain waves involved during 
impact is discussed in terms of wave propagation under various 
iioundary conditions. Cottrol's dislocation theory of delayed 
yielding is discussed. Th.e test apt^ratus used in the application 
of dynariic loads are reviewed and th( ir characteristics analyzed. 
A simplified im thcKl is piesentod for cond.ictlng dynamic loading 
tests on materials of various kinds and on materials having .a very 
high stretigth.

CiLCk.. P. C.. Cyans. W. M. and lames. H. 1.. “The Propagation of Shcxrk 
’vVavt.s in 3ti. i 1 .md Lt-«iii."
Proc( edi.igu, Pnysical Society, Vol. uo, p. 1 194ft

Palmer. C. F.. ''Pf i.cti ition and Cr.iterinu. 
Ur.ivcrsity of Utah Technical Retiort UU-7, October 13, 1961

This report is the sur.niiry of work that has been Carried out in 
the following five phases:
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1

1 . A ::yiitcn-;cilic invt otKj.ition of tho influrnco of target 
properties .inti projoctih; properties in high-velocity 
cr'itrrinq and tho formulation of etripirical impact laws 
deacri’ijing tiic results.

2, Aj. iiivesti'jatio!. of pc.'nf tratioii and pc rKjration of thir* 
tari^c-ts of alurniau::i and glass.

3, An (‘Xpcri^l<'nt•ll and thcor< tic<>l investigation of the 
transient o'^’navior in crate.ring, inc:luding an investi
gation of energy distiil-ntion and flow and wave i.-.otion.

4, A detailed thforetieal and cxpeririental investigation of 
L liiStic .u.d plastic wave- propagation in a rod.

*i. An invc stlgation of inpact at velocities up to 25 km/soc 
utili/lnq r.lcran-sized spray particles.

I'aKti lac . llii i: . S.. V ii.fl et. How.ii i B.. and Wh.it'd. C. R.. "Crater 
l\.i i iti,: i.. V.. tallic Targets. "
J. Appl. PI ysics, Vol. 2'J, No. 9 September 1958

Spl.t i; s of c-opper, lead, tin, iron, alunlmim, zinc, silver, and 
I'.-ua-tin alloys were acce lefated to velcx:itirs of 0.75 to 2.25 
km./scc and iirtpoclod normully upor targets of the same material 
as the pellets. Conditions were maintained so that pellets lost 
no mass before strikliig the targe t. The target mass was largo 
conpare'd to the mass of tho pellet, so the targets could be con
sidered sexi-inflnlte.

The vol'ia.e of the crater prexliicori was found to be directly pro
portional to tlie kinetic energy of tho pellet in the energy range 
investigated.

The peiii'tration varle-d linearly with the velocity cr momentum of 
the pt lle;t. Tiie area uf the crate r as :i,casured In tho plane of the 
original surface of the target was found to lie directly proportional 
to the inorm ntum of the jx Hot at the time of the impact.

In tite case of the lead-tin alloy series, a correlation was ob
served iictwoen the crater p<iramoters, the phase diagram of the 
alloys, and various functions of tho pellet mass and velocity 
for the following series of alloys: 100/ lead, 90% load, 10% tin, 
10/ load. 90% tin and 100% tin.
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Pdrtfid’ic. \\ illian S. and Clay. Wallace G.. “Studios of lIiah~Vt.‘tocitv 
ImPdct in V*.\ix. "
I. Appl. Physics, Vol. 29, No. 6 June 1958

Ex. NM. LV. Thk
•Penetration of wax pcllctc into wax targets was found to vary 
linearly with the. cube root of the pellet mass and the pellet 
velocity up to velocities in excess of twice the sonic velocity 
in the wax target. The crater area varies directly as Uie impact 
velocity, but there is a marked increase in the constant of pro
portionality above the target sonic velocity. The volume of the 
crater per unit energy of the pellet was found to l>e 2.23 x 10"® 
rr. /joule for the lower velocity range and above the target sonic 
velocity the value* was found to be 2.7S x 10"® inVjoule.

It was ol)served that a large part of the crater volume is created 
by deformation of the target material and that only a small port 
is due to ejection of the target natrrial.

Percy. I. H.. "Wave Propagation 1 ; Unijxi.il Str .i.i
Proceedings of Symposium on Structural Dynamics under High Impulse Loading

May 1963

Interest in this topic centers on the constituatlve equation or 
l)ehavlor of materials under the extreme conditions of lilgh impulse 
loading. Recent and current work in the field is treated generally 
and one .irea, the elastic-plastic behavior of alunilnum at coni- 
p.irativf ly low pressures, is considered in detail.

Petterson. D. R.. Stewart. G. M.. "Dynamics of Body Armor Materials Under 
High SjH ed I;-.pact; Part IV. Dynamic Stress-Strain Curves from
Strain-Position Dijtribution.s."
Textile Researen Journal, 30, 422, I960

Polaroid Corporation. "Investigation of the Energy Absorption Characterlstieg 
of New Pol’.mtric Materials.”
Pinal Report, Contract DA 19-1 29-QM-209.

cor TIDE NTIAL

PonecUt. C.. "Fracture and Comiiiinution of Brittle Solids."
Metals Technology 11 , 1, 1944. Also known as Technical Publication 
No. 1631 ot the Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng.
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i
Rocht. R. F. dm> luson. T. W. 
Juuniul of Applifd Mi chtinics 
P.ipur No. 63-APM-24 (ASME)

Til. Cx

"Rijllistic Perforation Dynamics."

September 1963

Analytical equations of the types required to define ballistic 
perforation dynamics are duvi loped. These equations concern 
both blunt and sharp nosed fraqments perforating plates normally 
and at oblique impact angles. Residual velocities are defined 
in terms of magnitude and direction. Analytical models and 
confirming experimental data, which are presented here, specif
ically concern the ballistic velocity-impact range to about ZS'X 
of the velocity of longitudinal sonic waves in the material.

R(>cd. C. L,. .i.'id Krueacl. S. L.. "Correlation of Microstructurc* and 
Ballistic Froiw rtics of Aimor Plate.'*
Woiertown Arsenal 
A’atertown, Massachusetts
Report No. 710/261 July 1938

Ex. M. Thn
A con alation of microstr jcture and ballistic properties of all 
homogcMicous armor plate on hand at Watertown Arsenal. It 
was found that spalling was caused by laminations, carbides 
in drfirdte chains in grain boundaries and martensitic structure.

Rice. M. II.. Walsh. R. G. and Walsh. T. M:. "Solid State Physics - 
Advaiiceg in Rest arch and Aunlications. Comuression of Solids by Strong 
Shock Waves."

Using the basic relations of fluid mechanics and experimental 
data obtained from impulse loading the equations of state were 
dotf.rnined for many pure metals. Two wave structures resulting 
from phase-changes are discussed. The methods of arriving at 
the experimental data arc discussed also.

Rinehart. T. S.. *'Son.o Qu.intitative Data Be.irina on the Scabbing of Metals 
Under Lxnhmivc Attack."
I. Appl. Physics. Vol. 22. p. SS-i. (UU) 1951

Rinehart. T. S.. "Scabldna of Metals Under Explosive Attack: Multiple 
Scat>bin<i. '*
I. Appl. Physics, Vol. 23. p. 1229 (UU) 1952
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Rinehart. T. S.. "Discussion of Paper by D. S. Wood. 'On Longitudinal 
Plane Waves of Clastic-Plastic Strain in Solids."'
Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 20, p. 307 1953

Rinehart. T. S. and.Pearson. T.. "Behavior of Metals Under Impulsive Loads." 
American Society of Metals
Cleveland, Ohio 1954

Ex. M. NM
This book di.scusses the cnaractor of impulsive loading, in
dicates the conditions under which such loading can develop, 
and describes the main phenomena that become involved when 
materials, primarily metals, and system of material bodies are 
subjected to rapidly applied loads of short duration.

Rinev’. T. D. and Chernoff. P. R.. "Inertial. Viscous and Plastic Effects 
in Hiah Speed Imuact.**
5th Symposium on Hypervclocity Impact
Vol. I. Part 1, Nonr-(G)-0020-62(X) Octolrer 1961

When an ultra-high-speed projectile strikes a target a strain 
rate which depends on the impact velocity is imposed on the 
projectile and target materials. The resulting flow of the 
materials will be resisted not only by the inertial forces, but 
also by the dynamic yield strength of the materials and by 
viscosity stresses with magnitudes which depend upon the 
strain rale. The only serious attempt to calculate the pheno
menology of hypervelocity impact from basic principles has 
considered the medium to be a perfect fluid and consequently 
neglected the stremgth and viscosity effects. Since the pre
dictions from t’.e perfect fluid m.odel are found to differ from 
tho extrapolated results of hypervelocity impact tests, one 
is led to consider tho problem anew in order to formulate a 
mathematical model which takes into account the inertial, 
viscous and strength effects.

Rock qw i tx, M., Carey, C. A., Dignam, J. F., ''Hypervelocity Impact of 
Heated Copper,"
3th Symposium on Hypervelocity Impact 
Vol. I, Part 2, October 1961

E. M. HV. Thk
Hypervclocity impact of semi-infinite blocks of OFHC-type 
copper has been m.ade with aluminum, chrome alloy steel and 
tungsten carbide projectiles of 1/4 gram mass at velocities up
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to G.5 km/scc. The target tenpentLirc varied between rijom 
tcnipj-rature and I6i)0®r, All iinpacts were nade normal to the 
target surface.

An invoatigation Is made to df;ter::iine how the Importance of 
t.trjet tempcraliTc and inech.udcal properties vary with increas
ing projectile velocity. Also, a correlation of the variation of 
ciu rgy/volume and target tensile strength is made.

Ml.t/ersitv. "Investici,.tion of Low Hensltv and Reinforcf .1 Cer.i^,)^ 
Structures for AuDhcatiori in 1 khru t and fk>dv Armor.” 
rin.il Ri port, Conti.ict DA l‘)-129-QM-l')7}

CONflDENTIAL

SchinDtr. T. f.. "A Model of Nr>n-explosive IiTipact.' 
.'»th SyriifKjsiiii ■ on Hypervulocity Ir.pvict 
Vol. I, Part 1, Nom-(G)-0020-b2(X) October 1961

Tne model of Impacting to be constructed hero consists essentially 
of a S( quence of time regimes, not always non-overlapping.

The first time regime !x:gins at the moment the projectile first en
counters the target. At t«0 both target and projectile begin to 
deform, according to the relation between their respective dr.^nsl- 
tics and compressiDillty factors.

• t

When the impact is supcrsoi.ic, the velocity of impact is greater 
than the acoustic veloc ity of cither projectile or target material. 
The se cond time regime is taken to begin at the Instant T. at 
which the vcKxiity of the advancing front has just become sonic 
in the projectile.

The third regime (and also the fourth), is taken to begin at the 
time T2 which the temperature in at least one Icxral domain is 
■•just sufficient" for mclilng to begin locally. It is possible 
that within this time regime, the shock waves reflected from the 
re ar boundary of the projectile will return, adding to the complex
ity of the reaction. Because of the high pressure present, this 
melted material will be extruded, flowing along the small spaco 
between the boundaries of the respective unmelted parts of the 
bodies and up the sides of the crater produced.
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piapd. E. B.. "FfdghirQ V^^locity ,-iri^ Fmcture Enercjv of in tho
Range.' ----------- —--------
American Ceramic Society Journal 44:21-26, January 1961

Ex. NM
A method is developed for determining crack velocities from the 
stress-time curve of fracture. Velocities of glass broken in air 
and in a vacuum converge at a value between 1 and 10 mm/sec. 
This convergence is considered to be the upper limit of the 
fatigue range. Fracture energy has been computed in terms of 
strain energy release rates. For glass broken in air under low 
stresses this energy is about equal to the surface energy of the 
glass, but when in vacuum it is fifteen times greater. At the 
upper limit of the fatigue range it is thirty times greater; where
as, at the terminal velocity of fracture it is of the order of fifty 
times greater. It is concluded that surface energy must constitute 
only a small part of the energy absorbed in the fracture process. 
This excess energy has a pronounced influence on the fracture 
process and on the measured strength of glass.

."Correlation of Strength of Glass With Fracture Haws ofShand. F. P 
Measured Si.:c.
American Ceramic Society Journal, 44:451-5 September 1961

Ex. NM
Tile purpose of this study was to develop a method of producing 
a single .small crack on a glass surface which would become the 
initiating flaw in the fracture process. Techniques for measuring 
the dimensions of the rlaw also formed an essential part of the 
study. The cracks wore formed by pressing a wedge-shaped 
tungsten carbide point .igainst the glass. Measurements were 
made trom visible patterns found on the fracture surface after the 
glass was broken. Strict adherence to carefully worked out pro
cedures was found to be essential for obtaining satisfactory 
cleaved cracks.

DlandforJ,J, M.. and.Schiefer, H. F.. "Stress-Strain Reb-,Hr.n- 
^ip> in Ygins bud] -cte^.to Rapid Impact Loading. ParMH: Velneiti^c of .Str^^in 
Vwivcs Resultinu iron: Imnact." -----------
Textile Research Journal, 30, 752, I960

Smith. I. C,, "Cliaracterlzation of 
Impact Condition^,"
U. S, Department of Commerce 
Symposium on Personnel /\rmor 
Naval Research Laboratory

irns for Use Under RallicHe

4-5 October 1961
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Srilth. T. R.. McCitiCkln. F. L.. and Schlofcr. H. T. 
K<.lciUu:.t,hii)S in Y^rns Subioctnd to R.m<d Imuafit Loadii
Wiivo Propoq.Uioti ■ "
Journal Ros<'.irch National Bureau of Standards, 55, 19, 19S5 
Textile Research Journ.il, 25, 701. 1955

^tyJha,. M. S. and Iain, V. K.. "Physics of Armor Penetration

;SlLo.ss-Striilii 
i: III. Effect of

I. Appl. Physics, 29:17t,9-70 December 1958

HiVffi, J,.L,, "Investigation of Hiuh-Spcod Impact: Regions of
Init>act at Ohliauc Annies. " 
NASA TN D-94 October 1959

S.

Cx, M. LV. Thlc
Small metal spheres were fired into copper and lead targets at 
velocities up to 11,000 ft/sec. Target penetration and cavity 
volume can be correlated as functions of the ratio of projectile 
to target density and the ratio of impact v'elocity to speed of 
sound in target material. Impact for which the correlation 
equations apply is described as occurring in the fluid-impact 
region. This typo of impact as well as other types is discussed. 
P<'n€,*tratlon for impact at oiilique angles is correlated with that for 
normal impact on the assun:ption tiiat the component of velocity 
parallel to the target surface does not contribute to target penetra
tion.

iinCiVfS. Itimtfs 1. and Charters. A, C.. "Htnh SoaoH Imn^^ct of Mot..l Ppp-
Icctilcs in Tan.c ts of Various Materials.
Proceedings of 3rd Symposium on Hyp< rvelocity Impact, February 1959

Ex. M. LV. UV. Thi
A summary of some results in the field of high-speed impact 
obtained at Ames Research Center. The projectiles were metal 
spheres and rods to determine, for engineering purposes, the 
damage caused by small bodies such as meteoroids impacting 
against a surface such as a skin of a satellite or space vehicle. 
Several different metals were employed as target materials.
Impact at both normal and oblique angles were studied. Projectile 
velocity ranged from a few hundred feet per second to nearly 12 000 
ft/sec.
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II

TextUc Research Journal, Vol. 28. p. 361 May l'J5R

Ex, NM. LV. Thn
A body armor panel consisting of twelve identical layers of 2x2 
basket-weave nylon fabric was investigated after impact by a 
fragment simulator .22-calibrr steel missile in the range of 
330-420 m/scc (1100-1400 ft/sec) striking velocities. The 
kinetic energy of the projectile was either slightly higher or 
lower than that the panel could absorb (706,000 g-cm).

Completely and partially penetrated holes were investigated.
The area surrounding the ballet holes was studied to learn auout 
the various types of deformations and damages in each layer.

Cross sections at various levels were made. It was recognized 
that the permanent damage was localized to a small area close 
to the path of the projectile.

After separating the panel into individual layers, the stoppage of 
the projectile was studied. There was some damage due to heat 
of impact. Stress propagation was prevented by cross yarns.

Szebehilv. V. G.. "Hvdroclvnafnlcs Impact
American Soc. Naval Engineering Journal, 72:137-41 , February If'SO

Tirnt, D. I.. "Meteoroid lmn.ict on Shielded Space Vehirtm; 
ASME 63-AI1FT-69 ----- ^

The design of a minimum weight reliable meteoroid shield must 
be iMscd on a kno..ledge of the mechanisms of hyporvclocity 
impact, because of the inaiUlity of present experimental equip
ment to duplicate meteoroid velocities. This study consists of 
a prelimin,.ry analysis of the problem of cratering and penefratlon 
using a hydrodym.mlc model. An analysis is m.ide of the Impact 
of a solid projectile on a metal plate. Conditions for penetration 
of the shield and destruction of the projectile are explored. Var
ious mattrliils arc compared for use in meteoroid shields and 
recommendations are made for material selection.
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T;ioiii:-Ot.. '.V. T.. "An Apnroxlr’i.it.L Thc'orv of Armor Ponctfiition.' 
J. Aj>pl. Phy:;ic3, ^b:bU, lOjj

•1

I

Th. E. T't.n
The proi h'/;. of armor ponetrntion of thin plates is considered 
from a qu.isi-dynart.ical approach. Equations are derived for 
the cm rqy dissipation due to plastic aeformaiion and for 
healimj ot the projectile target interface. Both the conical 
and the ogival head are consiaored in the application of the 
general equations.

VoM V.ilke.-.i ur.. M. E.. Clav. vVali^ccG. ana Hath. I. H.. "Impact
Phono:.y- .g ,r, lliuj-.
J. Apil. Pj /Jic;,, Vol. 27, No. 10 Octouer 1956

Ex. M. NM. LV. Thk
A study of high sp<-c(.i metal-to-rr.etal i.mpact in the velocity 
raiifjc 1 to 5 m:;:/|.scc using 1/'h" diarnetor spherical pellets 
is d». scrii'oci. Pc Hot materials include aluminum, magnesium, 
stool, br.iss, leau ana zinc. Experi.nents relating to the 
mechanisms of cratering ami the perforation of thin targets are 
prejcnlcd. Tor the l/f" diameter spherical pellets, it is found 
that the volume* of ttie crater per unit '•■nergy of the impacting 
pr Her is essentially constant for each material and that the 
penetration is projjortlonal to the velocity of the pellet so long 
as the pellet velocity i:; less than the velocity of sound in the 
fur )ol i.'.at'.rial. Ati .itu mpl to moaol very high speed impact 
by using soft wax targets in which the sonic velocity is less 
than the irrpaclitig velocity is outlined.

Brckcr. K. R.. and vVatsoi.. R, W.. "Pe rforarion of Finite
Taru'.-ts ov Hiur. V'. lucitv Proinctilos." 
■>tn Syrr.posiu: , on Hypi rvelocity In.pvict
Part 2. Vol. I Octcl)or 1961

Ex. M. Hv. T> n
The increasing demand for information pertaining to the effects 
of hypcrv( locity imp.»ct on targets of finite thickness has led 
to the following investigation of target perforation by a small, 
high vclcKdty projectile. Tne behavior of five different target 
materials - lead, aiumlnum 250, 2024SO and 2024T-3, and 
magnesiur: AZ5IX, B90-46T - has been Investigated at two angles 
of attack, 0 degrees and 60 degrees. The projectile employed 
throughout is a 0,024 gram steel cylinder, projected at a veloc
ity of 3.2 km/scc. The target materials varied in thickness, 
ranging from 0.031" to 1.0". Graphs are presented which
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illuatrjto the following: hole dimensions as functions of target 
thickness, mass of spall as a function of target thickness, and 
the spatial distribution of the spall fragments.

miKjrnlUi,. T. t^s, p,. "The ProDaagtion of Plastic PeformaMon in
Solids, **
J. Appl. Physics, Vol. 21, p. 9B7 19S0

WLiLlP<;-f.. L'. w.. "Investlnatior. of Variables Effcctinn the P-rforn..»nrr- of 
I.luht VVci'iht Af.nonr,"
Midwest Rt'scurch Institute
Final Report, Contract DA 23-072-ORD-81S, W.A.L. File 710/1049, June 1955 

CONFIDENTIAL

Wggsli D. S. and Clark. D, S,, "The liiflnenco of Temperdturo Upon the 
Tlmr. Delay for YirMtno in A- ro.ilofi Vil,j Steel,"
Transactions, Ann rican Society fo’ Metals. Vol. 43. p. 571, 1951

Yuurii ^ - IH^Prit At "An Analytical Apuroach to HYPl*P^*^loc.tv
Impact y
North A..;crlcan Aviation, AlAA Summer Meeting June 1963

lil
b.iscd on the assumption that the reglm.f of fluid impact exists when 
a i)rojectile strikes a targrd, an expression has been developed for 
a penetration parameter as a function of an Impact velocity parameter. 
This exproaslon is obtained from the sin ultaneous solution of one- 
dlmrnslonal (fquatlons of a viscous compressii-lc fluid. Huqoniot 
equations of state are used in this an ilysls as'derived by Walsh,
Rice anti MrQueen. Coo«i agreement iiftwoon theory and experi
ment..! data is obtalnrti.

Zflld, M.. "An Analvtlc.^l Af)i.f^r,..|f;h tr. Hvncrvelocttv Impact Mechanieff,"
4th Syr ;po:.lum. of Ilypervelocltv Imp.act
APGC-TR-m)-39. Vol. Ill September 1960

A presentation of a ration,.1 theory ot target perforation by ultra- 
high speed penetrators. The over-all approach is the same as that 
taken previously by the author in the throrotlcal and experimental 
studies of thin plate perforation by non-deforming projectiles; that 
is, the perforation process is idealized to retain only its essential 
characteristics. Then, based upon this ide.ill,ration, a e'at.iemati- 
cal description is written and solutions obtained. In order not to
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Obscure the basic concepts with solution and techniques, only 
the derivation of the equations of motion is presented in detail. 
The case considered is that of normal perforation of a deformable 
t.irgct by a non-deformabl<- cylindrical penctrator traveling at 
hyperveUx:ttics; its extension to the deformable penctrator of 
other geometry and obliquity or target thickness being directly 
obtainable from the techniques presented in this paper.

Zi)jd, M,, "Penetration by Hvuervflocltv Particles.
Syi:,i)Osiu;ii on liypervelocity In.pact 

Vol. I. Part 1. Nonr-(G)-0020-62(X) October 1961

Th. Tiik
In this tKipcr a<lditional equations are presented for the solution 
to the problem of a non-defornaiile ultra-high speed penctrator 
striking a scmi-infii.ite (ioformai)lc target. Those, together with 
the oi.es of a previous pupci., proviihj a complete matlrematical 
vit-scription of a penetration model. Based on the se equations, 
and on tn assumed stress-velocity rr lationship. various "growth- 
laws are postulated and solutions for penetration distance, veloc
ity and time history are obtained. From these it is seen that 
although the phenomenon i.s sensitive to the excict magnitude of 
physical parameters, it Is much loss sensitive to a variation in 
the ferr Illation of the "growth" law.

The paper suggests many areas in which experimental work would 
be fruitful, and additionally provi<ics a Tiod- 1 capable of extension 
to the deformablc-pcnetrator deforrsable-target problem.

Zaid, M. gild Paul. B.. "Mcch.c.ics of Hioh Suecd Proicctilo Perforation." 
rranklin In.stituU Journal, Vol. 2o l. pp. 117-126, 1957

Iha
The proidem of perforation of thin plates by high speed projectiles 
is considered from a momentum viewpoint. Equations representing 
»hc magnitude and direction of forces, velocity, etc. as a function 
of pt'netratlon distance are derived for the conical projectile under 
normal l.npact. Gooti correlation betwer n the theory and experiment 
is obtained. A model of thin plate perforation by conical projectiles 
is analyzed.
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Zaid. and Paul. B.. ‘'Normal Porfomtion of a Thin Plate by Truncated 
Projectiles."
Franklin Institute Journal, Vol. 265, p. 317 1958

Ex. Thn
The general solution to the problem of perforation of thin plates 
by high speed projectiles is extended to truncated conic.il and 
ogival projectiles. The velocity distance relationships are 
obtained for these general cases, and the forces are evaluated 
for pointed ogival projectiles. Comparison of theory and ex
periment is made and the agreement is satisfactory.

Zajd. M. and Paul. B.. "Obliauc Perforation of a Thin Plate by a Truncated
Projectile."
Franklin Institute Journal. Vol. 268, p. 24 1959

Ex. Thn
The author's previous analyses of normal perforation of thin 
plate by high speed projectiles are generalized to include 
truncated cones, at oblique striking angles. A complete ve
locity-displacement history is obtained for the most general 
case. Results are presented in graphical form.

Zener. C.. "Mechanism of Armor Penetration."
Watertown Arsenal
Watertown, Massachusetts
Report No. 710/454 September 1942

Ex. Thn
A study of the types of plate reaction to projectile impact. For 
striking velocities nc ar the ballistic limit the elastic displace- 
m.cnt of plate may be calculated and about 20;^, of the projectile’s 
e.nergy is dissipated by elastic waves in plates of thicknesses 
equal to the projectile's caliber, the fraction of energy dis
sipated decreases rapidly as the plate thickness increases. The 
shear plugs are discussed and the stress system is reconstructed, 
Plastic deformation is also discussed.

Zener. C.. "Mechanism of Armor Penetration." 
Watertown Arsenal,
Watertown, Massachusetts
Report No. 710/492 May 1943

Ex. Thn
A study of the forces which act upon projectiles during armor 
penetration, and the effects thereof. Friction was found to have
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ncfjliqible effect during nrmor penetration. An estimate has been 
made of the forces wliich arise from the inertial resistance of the 
plate material. The shape of the ogive and the resultant forces 
are also discussed. When the projectile penetrates in a ductile 
manner by pushing the plate material aside, the force needed 
inc.Teasos as the plate hardness increases.

Zener, C., "Mechanism of Armor Pimetration.''
Wat. Tlown Arsena 1
Watertown, Massachusetts
Report No. 710/492-1 March 1944

Ex, M. Thn
ExaiTiplcs of shatter are presented, and the mechanism of the 
phenomenon is anaiyxed, A correlation was made by means 
of the stress-strain curves of the projectile steel, the expan
sion of the bourrelet with the hardness of plate, the striking 
vrlority, and the hardness of the projectile.

Zener, C., "Mechanism of Armor Penotiation. "
Watertown Arsenal
W. 11 er t ow n. Massachusetts
Report No. 710/492-2 August 1944

Ex, Thn
A method is outlined for computing the stresses and the deforma
tion in armor during projectile impact. The primary problem in this 
computation is the evaluation of the effect of the plate material's 
inertia. Two approximations are made; the first, the force acting 
upon the plate is assumed to be so distributed as to give rise to 
no localized plastic deformation. The second is the method of 
support to give the velocity of the plate and the bending moments 
which can be computed in the first approximation. Examples are 
given of the effect of wave propagation both in the plate and in 
the projectile.
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IV. PHASE II - A THEORETIOAI, STUDY Of LOW VELOCITY 
PENETRATION PHENOMENA 

ABSTRACT 

Anew formulation of elasto-plastic rato-uopcndont material 
behavior is discussed. A numerical method and computer code (FORTRAN 
IV for IBM-7040) have been developed for the determination of two- 
dimensional displacement fields in large deformation impact situations. 
Preliminary numerical results are presented for the collision of two iden¬ 
tical aluminum bars. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

i. U Introduction to the Qver-all Problem 

Tills report presents ¿1 review of the initial work on a much 
larqer problem. The over-all investKjation has three principal goals. 

1. The construction of a theory and computational 
scheme' for the quantitative prediction of low 
velocity impact phenomena (when the material 
properties and geometry are given). 

2. The determination of the dynamic properties of various 
materials of interest fiom the theoretical interpretation 
of experimental data. 

3. The design of materials and geometries for various 
typos of protective armor. 

The theoretical method for the quantitative prediction of impact 
phenomena must be sufficiently general to permit the solution of systems 
which are complicated enough to be of practical use. It demands that 
the following should be accounted for: 

1. Large deformation gradients necessitating the use of 
nonlinear geometric theory. 

2. General, nonlinear (but continuous), rate dependent, 
elasto-plastic stress-strain relations. 

3. Boundary conditions of sliding and nonsliding surfaces 
in contact. 

4. Various geometries: Impacts of projectiles having rather 
arbitrary cylindrical profiles impacting into multi-layered 
targets. 

The theory of material phenomena is presently unsettled. There 
is much disagreement concerning the proper qualitative nature of the theory. 

With the limitations of current mathematics, computations of 
practical interest are exceedingly difficult, and subject to some considerable 
inaccuracies. One of the major goals of this project is to develop mathe¬ 
matical tools for the solution of more general mathematical models arising 
from various physical theories of material behavior. Clearly, this must be 
done before any physical theory is of practical utility. 
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1. 1 Introduction to tho Particulier Problem of This Study 

This study is in three ¡..'arts, the first of which is now com¬ 
pleted and is described in this report. 

An outline of the particular qoals of the project is qiven below. 
Parts II and III are included here to indicate tho direction of future wore. 

Part I 

1. Review of physical theory and construction of a simple 
physical model. 

2. Mathematical formulation of the physical model. 

3. Development of computational methods for solving 
mathematical models giving the time-deoendent dis¬ 
placement and velocity fields within impacting materials. 

Part II 

1. Extension and refinement of the computational methods. 

2. Verification of the computational techniques and 
mathematical model by comparing the theoretical 
calculations for a relatively simple model with classical 
results (where possible) and experimental data. 

3. Extension of the mathematical model and computational 
scheme to the case of simultaneous elastic and plastic 
forces. 

4. Theoretical calculations for several models that will be 
simulated experimentally. 

5. Deduction of the proper form of the stress-strain relations 
of several materials by adjusting the numerical parameters 
m the mathematical model until the theoretical calculations 
coincide with the actual experiments. 

Part III. 

1. Extension of the computational scheme to the more compli¬ 
cated geometries of practical interest. 
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2. Theoretical calculation of various impact configurations 
over time periods covering an entire impact or penetration 
(using the experimentally derived stress-strain relations 
from Phase II, step 5). 

3. Interpretation of the results of step 4 to better understand 
the influence of various material properties and geometrical 
structures on impact and penetration phenomena. 

1. '2 Preliminary Results and Progress 

The physical theory of materials has been reviewed and the 
effects we consider pertinent to the problem have been isolated. 

We have expressed these effects in a novel, but convenient 
mathematical form. The continuum form of the mathematics was converted 
to a discrete variable version for computational reasons. 

. Considerable work was necessary to develop a numerical method 
and computer code for solving the discrete variable model. The computer 
code :s now performing properly in the calculation of the two-dimensional 
displacement and velocity fields for the impact of two prisms. The computer 
code must now bo refined and optimized for further studies. 

The displacement and velocity fields in the two prisms correspond 
quite well with extrapolated classical theory. Our greatest interest at this 
time is the further improvement of the shock behavior and the running time 
of the computer code. Then the code will be extended to handle simultaneous 
elastic and plastic stresses and strains. 

The work thus far shows the basic feasibility of our numerical 
method in handling nonlinear impact problems. 

* The problem has been reduced from three spatial coordinates to only 
two by the use of symmetry relations. Nonsymmetrical problems in 
three dimensions pose no particular theoretical difficulties, but at 
present only the largest electronic computers could achieve a numeri¬ 
cal solution. 
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2 . CO V T rai UM THEORY 

u The Important Mocheinisms in Low-Velocity Impacts 

All proportios of a material may ultimately b- traced to its 
atomic and molecular structure. Unfortunately, the currently limited 
un erstnndiny of ttu' relation of molecular and macro physic:al theories 
does not yet permit the accurate derivation of macro properties from 
hypothesized molecular structure. , Thceforo, molecular theory can be 
used only as a qualitative guide in planning a program to describe and 
measure material properties on the macro level. 

Wo have somewhat arbitrarily divided the principle effects in 
low velocity impacts into generic classes. These are listed approximately 
in order of their relevancy. y 

1. Elastic Deformation 

2. Plastic Deformation 

3. Fracture and Fragmentation 

4. Spray Particles and Other Ejecta 

Ú. Sliding Interface Friction 

b. Shock Heating 

7. Change of Crystal Structure 

H. Change of Phase 

9. Chemical Reaction 

10. Optical Radiation 

I his report is limited to the first three (and mainly the first two) effects 
The remaining topics are either of minor importance or are too complicated 
o be treated adequately at this time. Work on effects four and five is to 

be taken up later in the project. 
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tv. -------------------- ---------

2.1 Goomotriral t)rsrriptlon of Matorinl Effects

Elasticity, plasticity, etc. will be described in terms of the 
deformation of an infinitesimal cube. It can be stiown that this approach 
Icaus to an invariant formulation in the tensor sense.

in the initial unfii^f2fmed state, the material points are referred 
to an orthonormal vector ^isis I.. Every material point P is associated with 
a position vector P = z* I..

At each mass point P, a set of three infinitesimal orthogonal vectors 
are chos.jn to represent the sides of an infinitesimal parallclcpipoti. *

* Sec Appendix C for an explanation of the coordinate system conventions 
usea in this report.
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.A

The infinitesimal side vectors are chosen parallel to the basis li so that 
Si = dz-1i_.

A

At later times the Si are transformed in Si which describe a 
Reformed parallelepiped. The locally linear transformation conncc:lJny 
Si and Si is

Si
i J- 

Bj Si

Sj basis

coordinates

i dY

coordinates 

"sj basis

The specification of the sj basis (as a function of time) in terms of the 
Sj basis complf'toly describes the aeometrical deformation, and is there
fore equivalent to the conventional strain tensor. The strain tensor is 
easily expressed in tenns of B:^. However, the parallelepiped concept 
IS much more intuitive. '

Since the Sj are defined to be orthogonal and normalized,
Bi^ may be simnly expressed as

Bi^ = Si . Sj Bii !S not a tensor.

JTho usefulness of arises from the fact that the stress vectors 
Mi in the Sj nasis are

.IS

M
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•?» 1'*

as a consequrncc of conservation of momontum applied to an Infinitosimal 
parallelepiped. The 3^ are called the tmatje vectors. The a^ are scalar 
functions which determine the relation between deformation and stresses. 
The a* presumably are functions of the imaeje vectors, time derivatives and 
perhaps integrals. Wo chose not to make implicit use of the stress vectors 
in the stress-strain relation; i.e., the stress vectors are given explicitly 
in terms of functions of the image vectors. This suffers no real loss in 
generality and is more convenient computationally.

Graphically, the forces on an infinitesimal parallelepiped are 
always parallel to tl.c adjacent sides and act through the center of each 
side.

2.2 Isotropic Stress-Strain Relations

Any dynamic stress-strain relation must certainly reduce to the 
classical static form as the strains and time rates go to zero.
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The volume of a deformed infinitesimal cube is (5,50) 

V 2 = si 

where sAj is the metric derived from the basis s¿. 

The stress-strain law of a material Is conveniently stated in 
terms of the volume and side length changes and their time rates. The 
various molecular theories of materials seem to indicate that these 
quantities are of fundamental Importance. Therefore, material forces may 
be vlsuallzed'as arising from volume effects and side extensions. In iso 
tropic media, this argument leads to two scalar functions: one for 
volume effect and one for the extension effect. 

The obvious place to start building a stress-strain relation is 

with the static, linear results. As an infinitesimal 
forces arise as a result of the stretching or extension of its sides. For 

' small variances these forces are assumed to be linear with side length 
change and the proportionality constant is the classical Young s modulus. 
The "shear" forces arise from volume change effects. Volume chang 
forces are also assumed (for the moment) to be linearly dependent on the 
volume change. Expressed mathematically, 

kjL. 
¿i i 

where the initial volume and initial lengths are unity and and k2 are 

scalar i-arameters. 

This is the convention used in this report to indicate reference work. 
The first number is the reference number (found in Appendix F, and 

the second is the page number. 
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» The extension modulus is not expected (predicted from molecular 
theory) to vary much with strain rate. Therefore# 1<2 is reasonably assumed 
to be constant. The volume change effect is equivalent to the equation of 
state. This is somewhat dependent on the volume. The Los Alamos data 

' will be used as an initial approximation for this relation. It has been ex¬ 
perimentally observed that most materials are very nearly linear throughout 
their elastic range in extension, but not in compression. 

So far, the theory has been elastic, i.e., no permanent deforma¬ 
tions. Plastic (inelastic) effects are most naturally described in terms of 
strain and stress rates. It is believed that plastic phenomena arise largely 
from dislocation movement in the crystal structure. At normal temperatures 
most solids have an elastic region of strain and permanently deform when that 
range is exceeded. The transition point where the strain acquires a perma¬ 
nent component is called the yield point and is of great interest. At the 
yield point, the stress-strain law must be modified to account for plastic 
flow (permanent deformation). 

The magnitudes of the side vectors Sj, are 

If the absolute value of the difference in any pair of side vectors*magnitudes 
is greater than the yield level Y, the material is in a state of plastic flow, 
This is similar to the Tresca yield condition. The dependence of the stresses 
in plastic flow on the deformation rate can be formulated using the time rates 
of various measures of deformation. 

A fundamental assumption in our work is that the a1 relating the 
stress tensor to the strain image tensor are given by functions of scalar 
tensor invariants. Some useful invariants are listed below. 

Volume » V Sj • Sj 
1/2 

Volume rate =8 ~ (ordinary differentiation) 
dt 
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Side lengths = Lj » (s^)1^2 • • si)1^2 

dLj 
Side length rates « (ordinary differentiation) 

Lj + L2 + La 
Average of side lengths = A « q 

Side length imbalance = Bi * (Lj - A) ^ 

This simplifies the mathematics considerably but retains the 
generality of more complicated formulations. Some of the expressions for 
a1 that we are now experimenting with are 

a1 = !ki 
L 1 

for the elastic range and 

for the plastic range. 

General, simultaneous elastic and plastic effects can only be 
described by the decomposition of the total strain into an elastic strain 
and a plastic strain. There are then two unknown strains, viz. any two 
of the plastic, elastic, and total strains. This is a vastly more compli¬ 
cated problem and will be undertaken later in the project. 

(^-1)+ k2 (f - 1) J, 
Li 

4--1)+ k3 
dB 

dt 
JL 
Li 
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2.3 fiauatlQns of Motior] 

The law of motion in invariant form is 

m A 

Uonrveotor.the ^ °n maSS m' and * ls ‘he aocelere- 

rectan^ia/ÄÄ 

Curvilinear undef°rmed malerlal cubes are parallel to the Coordinate Unes 
Curvilinear spatial coordinates will be considered In later work. ' 

The law of motion is simply 

d . u* H^P 
dxi ‘^1 + M2 + M3) * p-pr 

where P Is the density and P Is the position vector expressed In the X1. 



3. DISCRETE VARIABLE MODEL 

3.Û lattadUQUgg tPJhe CQmP’.tatlonal Approanh 

A simple problem was chosen to facilitate the construction of 
the initial version of the computer code. One prism, traveling at one 
kilometer per second, collides with an identical prism which is at rest. 
It is assumed that there is no slippage of the surfaces at the interface. 

100 Mesh Points 
r—---- 

1 km/sec \ ' 8 Mesh Points 

T..J discrete variable mesh is depicted below. The positions 
of the mass points are the mesh variables. 

kt each of the points there is a concentrated mass surrounded by four 
massless material squares. At time-zero each point P, has four unit 
vectors attached to it. These vectors are defined to be the unit length 
directed line segments connecting P with its four nearest neighbors. As 
the points move (the material deforms) the vectors change length and 
orientation. The two vectors defining each of the four quadrants around 
P can be considered as undergoing a linear transformation from their initial 
(undeformed) to the deformed states. 

Since the original two vectors are orthonormal, the transformation 
is just a matrix whose rows are just the components of two vectors after 
deformation. It can easily be shown that if the transformation matrix is 
denoted by A j, then the nonlinear strain tensor e^ is simply 



eiJ 55 AÍi aIJ " 

The components of the two side vectors are the components of the strain 
imago tensor and are easily obtained from the tabulated mesh variables by 
a few subtractions. This makes calculation of the conventional nonlinear 
strain tensor trivial. 

I 
A j is numerically identical to the strain image tensor. With the 

strain image tensor easily available, the stress tensor can be calculated 
from whatever stress-strain relation is being used. The four different states 
of deformation of the four material squares around P give rise to four forces 
which add to produce a resultant force at point P. The strain image tensor 
and its time derivative are used to calculate the stress vectors acting on 
the faces of each of the four parallelepipeds around point P. The stress-strain 
relations are the ones mentioned in Section 3.1. 

The acceleration of point P is a simple calculation in these 
coordinates. An error vector at every point P is defined to be 

J* jt 
E = F - mA 

where E = error vector 

A = acceleration vector 

F = net force vector 

m = mass of point P. 

Clearly at any given time point, the convergence criteria is 
that the length of the error vector at any point in the mesh is under some, 
acceptable level. 

Starting from tine zero, a predictor routine uses the past 
velocities and accelerations to predict the positions of the mass (mesh) 
points at the next time position. There will He some error in the prediction. 
The corrector proceeds to systematically eliminate the error (reduce the 
error vectors to zero). 

It can be shown that if all of the mass points are displaced from 
their predicted positions by a correction vector which is calculated from 
the error vectors and their derivatives, all the errors will simultaneously 
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docreaso. Tho points are moved, the error vectors calculated again, and 
the process repeated until tho error is reduced sufficiently. Then tho 

”prediction of tho mass point positions is made for the next point in time, 
he correct01, process is again used to converge to proper mass point 

positions from this time point. 

3• 1 Stress-Strain Relation 

The relations we are presently using give the force vector 
across each face of the deformed parallelepiped (only two-dimensional 
In this problem) in terms of its side vectors (components of its strain 
image tensor). 

The side vectors si and s2 are shown in their positive directions and the 

orthonomaT Sh°Wn ^ negative dlrecn°ns • sî and s2 wore originally 

shown is 
The force F, acting on P as a result of the deformed material square 

F = FI + F2 
2 

In the computer code, the following simple stress-strain rule 
is being used in order to be able to compare the numerical results with 
known work. 

F2 = a. 

FI - a 1 

V = volume of parallelepiped 
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where aj = -k, *(|sí|-l) -^»(WlJ+kj * ^ 19^ 

a2 “ -k! *<!¿2|-1) -k2*(\M)+k3 * |t |¡2| 
f 

kj and k„ are the classical Lame's constants, k is arbitrarily at the 
present time. We have done some experimenting with different values 
of k3 and have found that it affects the results dramatically. 

Various nonlinear and rate dependent rules (extensions of 
Section 2.2) are being programmed for computer analysis, but we do not 
have the numerical results at this time. 

3.2 Boundary Conditions 

Because the forces from each material square are calculated 
independently of the others, the boundary conditions are 
trivial. A control number is recorded at each material square and indicates, 
among other things, the type of material in that square. 

For example, 0 „ Symmetry Line 

i 
i 
t 

V V V V A1 A1 A1 
V V V V A1 A1 A1 
V V V V A1 A1 Ai 
V V V V , A1 A1 Al 

Fe Fe Fe Fe Fe Fe Fe 

Fe Fe Fe Fe Fe Fe Fe 

G1 G1 G1 G1 1 G1 G1 Gl 
i 
» 

» 

» 

i 

where V denotes vacuum 
A1 denotes aluminum 
Fe denotes steel 
G1 denotes glass 

WŒ5- 
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In this way the boundary conditions take care of themselves. 

Curved boundaries may be approximated by jagged rectangular 
boundaries or by a more sophisticated scheme like interpolation, etc. If 
the number of mesh points is reasonably large, Jagged rectangular boundaries 
may be reasonable approximations. 

Symmetry Lino * 
i 
i 

A1 A1 

A1 A1 A1 

I A1 A1 A1 A1 

1 Ai A1 A1 A1 

1 A1 A1 A1 

1 A1 A1 
Fe Fe Fe Fe Fe 1 Fe"" Fe 

i 
t i 



4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

'4.0 Preliminary Numerical Rfesulli 

The problem wo have used in developing the computer code is 
the end-on impact of two identical prisms having a relative velocity of 
1 km/sec. The material was aluminum and the standard values of the 
static elastic constants were used in a linear elastic relation. Rate 
dependence (as a sort of viscosity) was added and was varied from none 
to dependence on second time derivatives. 

It should be emphasized that these results arc preliminary and 
are presented as evidence of the feasibility of the general numerical method. 
Thus far, we have not critically compared these results with other work in 
the field. The detailed examination of the spectrum of likely stress-strain 
rules is also just beginning. 

The graphical display in Figures 4.1-1, 4,1-2 and 4.1-3 shows the 
mesh and samplings of the velocity field at times shortly after impact. 
The displacements are still small. These calculations took about ten 
minutes on an IBM-7040. Output was generated only every five time points. 

The rate of propagation of the displacement wave is about 5 km/sec, 
which agrees with the measured speed of sound in aluminum '(7,1863), As 
deduced from Rinoy's work, the shape of the velocity profile is about as it 
should be for a strongly rate-dependent stress-strain rule (8,32). The rule 
used in these computations was 

where Fj is the stress vector through side i. See section 2.2 for notation 
and details. 

The basic numerical method is applicable to more interesting 
models. In the next phase of our work we will consider, among other 
things, cylindrical geometries, nonlinear elastic rules and simultaneous 
clastic and plastic stresses. 
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As soon as we optimize the computer code and decide upon a 
stress-strain rule, we will make long-time runs to observe large plastic 
deformations. 
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Profile of Transverse Component of Velocity at Surface of Bars 

FIGURE 4.1-3 
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APPENDIX A*. OUTLINE OF NOTATION 

A..1 Variable Symbols 

1. A variable may be represented by a simple variable symbol 

such as 

a, X, y, r,CL etc. 

or a compound variable symbol such as 

» 

X11C2, BAT, "DOT, HÈÃT 

A compound variable symbol must start with a letter and 

be tied together with a bar. 

2. Indices which are not of tensor nature may be included in 

parentheses within a compound variable symbol. 

XÏÏÏ7T), BAT(1, K), etc. 

3. When discussing transformations, variables beginning 

with upper case letters refer to the initial space and 

variables beginning with lower case letters refer to 

the space after transformation. 

4. A variable symbol with subscript or superscript indices 

represents a set of quantities. An arrow over the variable 

symbol indicates that each of the elements is a tensor. 

A-I 



Example 

Consider a vector (a first order tensor) in three space. 

—* if 

V = Vkok 

Note 
-A 

V is a tensor 

.JS _ 

ej, is a set of 3 tensors which form a basis in which V 

can be expressed. 

V are the components of the tensor referred to the basis 

-A 

ek* 

A.2 Rules for Indexed Variables 

* 1. Indices appear as subscripts or superscripts or within the 

variable symbol. 

2. When a variable is a tensoi, the subscripts refer to 

covariant components and superscripts refer to contra- 

variant components. 

3. When discussing transformations, upper case indices 

usually are used to refer to initial coordinates and lower 

case indices to refer to the transformed coordinates. 

4. When an index appears more than once in a product, that 
% 

index is summed over its range. 

5. A bar under an index suspends the summation convention 

on that index.only for that variable. 
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6. A bar over an index means that the index is not a tensor 

index. 

7. Parentheses around a tensor index mean that the index 

refers to the physical components of the tensor. 

8. Exponents on a variable are always superscripts. When- 

ever there is a possibility of confusion, the exponent is 

put in brackets or parentheses. 

Example 

Í2X + « = (xx',) 2X + 1 

A..3 Operation Symbols 

1. Summation 

2. Determinant 

3. Scalar Multiplication of A and B 

4. Addition 

A*B or AB 

+ 

5. Subtraction 

6. A divided by B 

7. Absolute Value 

8. Integral 

9. Operator "f" acting on argument"X" 

10. Ordering of operations uses parentheses 

^ or A/B 
B 

Il I! or ÄBS. 

/ 

f ° X or f * (X) 

and brackets ( ) L 3 

♦ 
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11. Inner or dot product of two vectors 

12. Cross product of two vectors 

13. Tensor product of two tensors 

A • 8 

-Jfc 

Ä X ß 
-A -J* 

A ® B 

14. Magnitude or modulus of a vector MAG*or MOD* 

A. 4 Common Operators 

1. The very commonly used functional operators such as 

trig functions, etc., are not required to have the operation 

symbol. 

Example 

sin 0 = sin » 0 

dX 
2. — is the partial of X with respect to Y. 

dY 

3. A comma may be used to indicate ordinary partial differentiation. 

^ = V1 and "l = Y 
dX* -) dx) ‘«1 

4. A 7 is used to indicate the covariant or absolute 

differential of a quantity. 

Example 

The absolute differential of a tensor X with respect to Y^ is 

VX = 
*} dYJ 

5. A semicolon is used to indicate covariant or absolute 

differentiation of tensor components. 

Example 
Y and Y etc. 

t J )1 
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A.5 Special Symbols 

1. The generalized Kroneker delta is defined as 

á 

2. 

mn . . . . pq 

ij • • • # kl 

0 when the indices are all 
numerically equal 

1 otherwise 

The permutation symbol is defined as 

r 

o 

for even permutations of the indices 

for odd permutations 

otherwise 
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APPENDIX B: SOME DEFINITIONS CONCERNING VECTOR 

AND TENSOR SPACES OVER THE FIELD OF REAL NUMBERS 

B. 1 Scalar Multiplication in a Vector Space 

The vector X is an undefined abstract quantity. Multiplying a 

vector X, by a real number, b, is written (5,1) 

b*X or simply bX 

The asterisk is used when there may be confusion with other product and 

functional notations. 
-A 

1. 1*X = X 

2. a*X+b*Y = b*Ÿ+a*)T 

3. a*(b*X) = (a*b) *X 

4. (a+b)*X = a*X+b*X 

5. a*(X+Y) = a*X+a*Y* 
_U M 

6. X+Y is undefined 
<? 

B. 2 Vector Spaces 

Any n distinct vectors XA may be used to generate a vector 

\ i space. The space is the collection of all possible a1 X^ where the a 

are selected from the real numbers. The a X^ are also called vectors. 

Since there are n vectors used in the linear form, a1 X¿, the space generated 

is said to be n-dimensional. 

B-i 



A general vector in the space may be symbolized \^ - a* . 
i 

The Xj are called the basis or generator vectors (or just the basis) of 

the space because all the vectors in the space are linear combinations 
«Jk j 

of Xit The a are called the components of the vector V = a1 X*. 

B. 3 Vector Addition 

Referred to a basis, the addition of two arbitrary vectors in 

the space has the following meaning. If V = aA xj and W = b1 X*., the rules 

defining scalar combinations of vectors may be used to express the other¬ 

wise undefined sum of two vectors , 

V + W = a1 X* + b1 x| 

"V +W= (a1 + b1) X. 

B. 4 Vector Products 

The addition of two different basis vectors is undefined except 

in terms of components relative to some other basis. However, several 

products of basis vectors are defined in terms of their properties. 

B.5 Dot Product 

The dot product of a pair of vectors is a scalar. 

V • W = V * W = some scalar 

(aV) • W = a (V • W) = V • (aW) 

a (V + W) = ¿V + a W 
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The array of all the possible dot products of the basis vectors is 

gij = = array scalars 

gij = gji 

The symmetric array g.. defines the numerical values of the dot products 

of the basis vectors and therefore all the vectors in the space. 

(a'-xj-fb' X“j- aibfx“ • 

E. 6 Tensor Products 

The tensor product of two vectors is indicated 

V ® w 

and is in itself an undefined object. It is a tensor of rank two,being 

constructed from two tensors of rank one, namely vectors. Any number 

» of vectors may form a tensor product. The tensor product of n vectors is 

a tensor of order n. All tensors are labeled with arrows over their symbol. 

A is a fourth order tensor. Usually A has indices indicating its order, but 

in the instances where it does not, a number that indicates the order may be 

put over the arrow to avoid confusion. 



The rules defining the tensor product are 

1. A ® B ^ B ® A, in general 

2. *A 0 (BV C) = X ® B + A ® C 

(B* -t- C) ® X = 'B ® 'A + C' ® A 

3. a * fíT® "C) = (a * b) ® C --- “b ® (a * C) 

As every vector is referred to a basis, likewise all second order tensors 

may be referred to a tensor basis of the form 

xij - ® Xj 

where is a vector basis. 

In general, 

Xt ® X. ® X. ® . . . 0XZ 

Relation of the Dot and Tensor Products 

T• (3f®“Y) = (X- X) * 7 

(X © 7) • \T = 7 * (Y • 'v) 

V • (X ® 7 + 7 ® w) = X • ( 7 ® 7) + 7 • (?® w) 

In general, 



^^ Covariant and Contravariant Bases 

The set of vectors e^ is a basis for an n-dimensional vector 

space. The subscript i indicates that they were arbitrarily chosen to be 

called a covariant basis. Vectors referred to a covariant basis have contra- 

variant components, x1. The index being in the superscript position indicate 

contravariant character. 

for every covariant basis ej there is a reciprocal contravariant 

basis e1 defined by 

"e* • e^ = é J 

This relation implicitly defines the reciprocal basis. Given a basis ef it 

is a routine calculation to find the transformation, connecting ë[ withe'1. 

"e* = g^J e“ 

The inverse transformation is g^. The g^ and gij are the metrics of the 

e^ and^J bases respectively. 

B. :J Products of Govariant and Contravariant Vectors 

The dot product rules are summarised below. 



A 

Tensor products of covariant and contravariant vectors arc 

called mixed tensors. For example, 

®'ej ® eTk = 

The component representations of tensors in this basis are written 

B* J Û Contracted Tensor Products 

There arc three possible dot products of the two tensors (A ® 

and D. 

. (A* • D) * B ö C 

(Í3 • D) * A* ® C 

(C • D) * X Ö B* 

These products are tensors of one lower order. In general, they are not 

identical, so that a particular product must bo specified. The tensor 

A ® B 8 C 0 D can be contracted by replacing one or more of the tensor 

products by dot products. For example, 

CA • B) * tf Q D 

(a’-'b) MG - D) 

(A ® D) MB * C) 

Usually the factors of the products will have indices. When 

indicating the dot product of two tensor buses, the following convention i 

n-6 

b ® a 

s 

W ".II. Ilpiwip» I H 

useful. 



A J - k gi ö ® Gk 

Bnm = Gn ® 

(X*V • «V " fQi • Gn) * gJ * (5. . tj 

B. 1 1 Permutation Symbol 

lho permutation symbol is used in building determinants. 

It is defined as (6,85) 

t- - 1 for even permutation of (i,j,k) 

= -1 for odd permutation of (i,j,k) 

= 0 otherwise 

This definition is extended to more or tewer indices . 

B.12 Volume Tensor 

In some preferred basis ^ (usually, but not necessarily, 

for which e¡ • e" = the volume tensor is defined as 

V= S'? ®e'. a?n 
Wneio E is the permutation symbol. 

one 

Now the components in all other bas es are defined by the rules of tensor 

transformation. In other than the preferred basis, the volume tensor components 

are written V > to avoid confusion with the permutation symbol E1^" (which 

is not the components of a tensor). 

% 
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APPENDIX C: COORDINATE SYSTEMS 

In discussing deformation, it is very important to accurately 

define the various coordinate systems used and their interrelationships. 

C. 1 General Coordinates in Terms of an Underlying Vector Space 

All coordinate systems are defined in terms of an underlying 

real Euclidean vector space generated by an orthonormal basis The 

points in some derived coordinate manifold X1, may be associated (usually) 

in a one-to-one correspondence with the points described by the general 

J» 
position vector P, in the underlying Euclidean vector space. If the position 

—j ■ -Wi 

vector is P = z I., the correspondence may be symbolized 

X P = zJ I 

or, in terms of components of P 

and inversely 

X1 = f1 o (zj) 

zi = F1« (Xj) 

The metric of the underlying vector space is <f.., j.e. 

-N • 

li * E = The local metric of the X coordinates may be defined by 

the relation to the underlying space. A local vector space with basis G. 

may be attached to every point X1 in the derived coordinates, by the following 

G-l 

definition: 



From this, tho local metric at X1 is defined as 

G . 
U 

G.. 
ij 

dzk dzk 

dX1 dXj 

dz^ dzm f 
dX1 dXj k 

^• 2 Coordinates Used in Deformation Theory 

A geometrical point described by the tip of the position vector'P* 

of the underlying space may be specified by giving the components of'p*. 

The components of P relative to the orthonormal basis I. are z1 and can be 

thought of as coordinates. Other derived coordinates are ultimately defined 

relative to the z1. 

The two most important derived coordinate systems are the material 

coordinates and the spatial coordinates. The material coordinates are used 

to label the material points and usually do not change with time. The spatial 

coordinates are used to describe the position of each material point and usually 

do not change with time cither. The exact geometrical state of deformation 

of a material body is described by tho functional relation of each of its 

material points to spatial points. This defines the spatial positions of the 

material points of all items. In this report, the spatial coordinates are 

symbolized X , and the material coordinates arc x*. 

C-, 
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For convenience in notation, time will be included with the 

spatial coordinates to make a four dimensional manifold. Time in the 

underlying space Is represented by z4 The material and spatial 

coordinates are chosen at time zero and usually are not changed thereafter. 

The spatial coordinates may be defined by 

and inversely 

and 

zl = S1 ° (XJ)l 
X1 = s1 « (z-i)| 

X4 = Z4 

for i and j = 1 ->3 

The material coordinates may be defined by 

and inversely 

and 

zi - Mi 0 (x^) [_ for i and j = 1 ->3 

X1 = m1 » (z-’) 

4 4 x^ = z4 

These definitions arc usually made so that at time = z4 = 0 the x1 

numerically'. 

= X1 

The deformation of a material is described by the relation of the 

X to the X1 at later times. 

X1 - F1- Uj) r 

X1 = f'o (Xj) 

j = 1 4 

and inversely i - 1 3 



APPENDIX D: COVARIANT DIFFERENTIATION 

Wo shall define covariant or absolute differentiation of a tensor 

with respect to some path S as the ordinary differentiation of the tensor 

along the path when both (tensor and path) are expressed in the underlying 

coordinate space z1 Absolute differentiation is indicated in vectof form 

independent of coordinates. For example, the derivative of the second 

order tensor T with respect to the displacement vector dP is written dT/dP. 

Since the tensor and path are usually described in some other coordinates, 

formulae must be derived for covariant differentiation with respect to 

arbitrary metrics. 

To properly derive these formulae, the tensor product of two 

vector spaces should be reviewed (5,29). The tensor basis derived 

. t~- I ~r~ 

from an arbitrary vector basis Gj is Gj^ = Gj © G^ where ® indicates the 

ic 
tensor product. Just as all vectors in the vector space may be referred 

to Gj^, all second order tensors in the vector space may be referred to G^. 

»Crm 

The covariant derivative is a tensor of one higher order than T. 

In general curvilinear coordinates given by 

z1 = z1 (xk) 

xk - xk (z1) 

* The properties of the tensor product are almost the same as the dot 
product. ~X QJY + Z) =jf ® Ÿ + X ® Z and b X ® y“= XJ) bT = b J5<“© Y) 
and X © (T® Z) - (T© V) ® Z'. However, in general X © Y Y ® X 

D-1 
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Tho second order tensor T has the représentât ion 

V- fiJ I = t q . . 
1J 

and dP becomes dx1 g| 

where is the new local tensor basis. 

Covariant differentiation with respect to particular coordinates 

is indicated by a semicolon. Covariant differentiation not referred to a 

particular basis is indicated by 

_ dT _ d 

dP dP* 
t1J g • 

'7 T - 

v "7i dx 
t‘J r. 

i) • tvr,. 

where - y— ^ j. 

9ijk = 0 gj 0 gk 

ThoTij arc now functions of the coordinates and must bo differentiated along 

with the tensor components. 

d r i j : 
^ "ij 63 9k dx 

ill 

dx 

ij 

k 
+ ¿In. 

d7 
^ gi 

~k g'.kt‘J ^ij 
dx cJk 

where dg 
— iJ 
dxk 

= d 

tlx'’' 
<3l ® Ot 

dg'ij 

dxk dx 

dg j i 
-~u ® g. + g. © --) 
dvk 1 i u.c- 

l.j-2 



^-asqiiag. 
''• " v\ 

.>' -¾. ' 1 "^’4' 
; * • ’J# 

Now »must be found, 
k dx 

gi = 
dz^ -*• 

dx1 I 
=r J 

z ;í !i 

and r - -*• 
‘ï " dz1 9i 

n 
x :ign 

Therefore dg. 

dx' 

z1 J, 

dx^ dx* 

d9, _ d2 ZI dx n 

dx1 dxk dx1/ dzI gn = 
n a, 

k i 9n 

The Christoffel symbols of the second kind are defined and symbolized as 

follows : 

Í n"l J d2 z1 I dxn 

W ij tdx^dx'/ dz1 

Using this notation, the covariant differentiation becomes much more compact. 

$ g n 

Substituting we obtain 
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V T = 

and finally. 

t 
in 

g ijk 

-T» 

% 
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APPENDIX E: A NUMERICAL METHOD FOR THE SOLUTION OF 

SOME PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

E. 1 Introduction 

The purpose of this section is to present n nunioricel procedure 
for solving finite difference approximations of some systems of nonlinear 
partial differential equations. 

lo illustrate the scheme, we shall discuss an example involving 
a two-dimensional, rectangular, finite difference mesh. Several variables 
are tabulated at each of the mesh points. At every mesh point there is 
defined one difference equation for each dependent variable (at that mesh 
point). 

The exact form of the difference equations will depend on the 
original differential equations, the boundary conditions, and the type of 
difference approximations used. 

This method requites that the system of difference equations 
have an exact solution with some specific properties. This poses no 
difficulty in most physically oriented problems. 

A special scalar parameter k, is introduced in the differential, 
and hence the difference equations. The difference equations are then 
written in homogeneous form fm = 0, so that a point residual Rj^ may be 
defined as the sum of the squares of the difference functions at the point. 
The index m enumerates all of the mesh points. A system residual S, is 
defined as the sum of all the equation residuals. Since the system residual 
is necessarily positive, the solution of the system may be reached by 
minimizing S as a function of all the dependent variables throughout the 
mesh. Because the difference equations are loosely connected, minimi¬ 
zation using a variation of Newton's method in many variables is computa¬ 
tionally feasible. Stability is not a problem with this technique, but in 
complicated, highly nonlinear problems, computational time and memory 
requirements may become excessive. 

We have developed a computer code (IBM-7040/FORTRAN IV) 
for the solution of a formidable set of equations describing a two-dimensional 
high velocity impact of elasto-plastic materials . Our numerical experience 
with this problem will be discussed later. 
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E.2 .Notation and j^ramcterization of the Lanationii 

conditinne; rh / ld SyStCm of dlffl-rontinl oquntions and Ixnmdary 
conditions must be rewritten to include a special scalar parameter k 
At some value of the parameter, the equations must bo identical with the 

degononteTo a fS; °f equations must 

va”;,,o Pa™,™ r s,dy "r? t,u,,or- -1 ovory 
solutions w f n • I I 1 y ' L U' Ct,n’':jPunditKj Sfjlutton W and tlw 

1 ns Wk for neighboring values of k must bo such that 

limit (Wj.) = Wt 

As a very simple example, consider Poisson's equation in two 
independent variables, x and y. * 10n ln tvvo 

V2 V y » (x, y) 

and 

V=h.[x.(a. y. (s)] -= h . (s) ova,- the boundary s 

Possible choices for the parameterized equations are 

y o V -- K * g e (x, y) 

and 

V - k * h o (s) 

Clearly there is a known solution for k --- 0, viz. V - u, ami tho cm .irof! 
equations nre rtuplicupd when k == 1 . Fron, physical consideration" Ui- 
1 lausiblo that solutions exist for all u sj: I; < i . ddion the du'feron lal " 
equations are converted to the difference approximations, k will appear in 
a similar role m the difference equations PP 

by 
V * V - k * g * ix,y) might be approximated at internal mesh points 

E-2 
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V. , -2 * V • +V, , 
O = -k * g o (X . y. .) + l4l*J 1 > •> jzLd 

-2 
Vi,iM -- 

and V = k * h « (s) at boundary points (for simplicity wc arc not considering 
curved boundaries) would simply become 

0 V -k * h» [x(s), y(s)j 

At each of m times n mesh points, there are two associated 
independent variables (coordinates x and y of the mesh point), and the 
dependent variable V. Tor bookkeeping purposes, a control number is 
also listed at each mesh point. For example, within the region covered 
by the mesh, there may be boundary points, internal or external points, 
and changes in the governing equations. Therefore, in general, the 
difference equations will not be identical at all the mesh points. 

Further discussion requires some notational definitions. Often 
there is more than one dependent variable and necessarily the same number 
of difference equations at each mesh point. The equations associated with 
mesh point Pi . are symbolized fpi , = 0. The dependent variables tabulated 
at Pi i are written V¡ * n. The indices i and j refer to the mesh point. The 
index p lists the equations and corresponding dependent variables at 
The independent variables are written as W, ,. 

1 / J 

The equations at P¿ j usually will contain variables listed at 
P. . and only a few neighboring points. Therefore, f^ij = 0 is a loosely 
connected system of equations. 

The set of all the Vi j and WT ^ will be relabeled Zm and Xj. 
respectively. The homogeneous difference,equations may now be written 

Xr) = 0 

to show the functional dependence. Note that each f*^ j usually depends 
on only a few of the Zm and Xr. If the numerical values'of the are chosen 
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properly, they will simultaneously satisfy all the fPj . - (j. This is an 
exact solution to the system for the parameter value k, and will be written 
Zm(k). A set of Zm which is not an exact solution is a trial solution, and 
will simply be written Zm(k). 

E. 3 The Convergence Process 

Let a known solution Zm (k) for k - A be tabulated throughout 
the mesh. The solution for k - B is desired. The range of k is divided 
into q equal (for simplicity) parts, generating a sequence of q + l values 
of k over the interval A to B. Denote this sequence by k fn a time 
dependent problem the parameter enters naturally as time, so that k - time. 

The convergence process uses the solution Z 
Starting with k - A, the pnn toward the solution Zni (k^ , ). 

HI M + i 
m (k,,) to proceed 

ss is repeated 
B) so that it converges to the final solution Zm, for k - ß. 

At this time the equation, point, and system residuals (or errors) 
need to be defined. The equation residual Ep : for equation fK . (k 7 ) - n 
is simply 1 'J D1 ' ¡ir u 

EPi,,(k-Zm> f! . (k, Z ) 
i,j ' m' 

The point residual is the sum of the squares of the equation residuals at 
the point. 

= £ (E (CP )' 
D J 

The system residual is die sum of all the point residuals 

S(k,Z m E. R . 
DJ DJ 

For a given k, the system residual S(k,Z ) may be interpreted 
as a surface above an m dimensional hyperplane. A point on the hyporplano 
represents a possible choice of values of the sc>t of independent mesh 
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variables Zm . The height of the surface above a point in the plane is the 
system residual for the mesh variable configuration represented by that 
point. A point. Zm< where S - 0 is clearly a solution to the system. 

C. 4 Algorithm 

The algorithm for getting from the solution Zm(kn) for k to the 
solution Zm(kn+|) for kn+j is now described. Since the solution Por kn_j 
is available (except at kn - A), a likely prediction Zm(kn+}) for the solution 

Zm(kn+l)iK 

5m<kn+l) s Zm<kn+!>^ lm-(V --Z-ffl(kn-l> * - kn) + Zm(kn) 
kn "Un¬ 

usually the increment in k is uniform so that the prediction is simply 
% 

°W 2 Z (k ) - Z (k ) m rr m' n-J 

More elaborate predictors may be built using more of the earlier solutions 
or some other means peculiar to the particular problem. 

The prediction generally will be in error to an extent requiring 
corrections at many mesh points. The corrector process starts by evaluating 
the derivatives of each point error Ri j(knfi) with respect to the dependent 
variables V. . tabulated at point P.* ¡. The result is an array of partial 
derivativ.TTT „ 

1 t J t [J 

d R, 
LlI 

d V 
i/J,P 

The first correction is written CT . . and is added to the guess or prediction. 
The corrected trial solution is thòfi' ^ 

m (k n+ .> jZm(knrl> + Ci,j,p 

or in other notation 

I 
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Vi ( ,= V. . + c, 
ij/p 1»J#P 1/J,P 

The correction array ^ n is given by 
1 # J # P 

i, j#P 
-L * Du.P*Ri.i(tW 

Ç <Di,i,P)2 

where 
0 <L%^ 1 

Essentially, the p partiels at a point determine a "gradient" direction in 
which the error changes the fastest. This calculation assumes that the 
interaction with the surrounding points is less than the influence of the 
point on its own error. 

The correction at each point is made in the negative of the 
"gradient" direction. The magnitude of the point correction is the point 
error divided by the rate of change of the point error. Even though the 
errors at surrounding points are affected as each point is moved, this 
correction method docs indeed converge for many systems. 

L is introduced to prevent overshoot and to avoid making the 
errors bigger, leading to instability. This is important at the start of the’ 
correction cycle when the errors are relatively large. In a nonlinear problem, 
generally L should start around 0.1 and go to 1.0 as the errors diminish. 
See Figure 1 . 

FIGURE 1 
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The value of L as a function of the largest point residual is 
determined mostly by experience with a given problem. 

A corrector termination level, T, is set so that when the largest 
point error is less than T, the trial solution is considered sufficiently 
accurate and the computations for the next value of 1: are started. 

The procedure' is repeated until the solution Z for k = B is 
reached. m 

During the corrector procedure, many artificial devices can be 
used to vastly speed the convergence in particular problems. A great deal 
depends on the investigator's ingenuity and his intuitive feel for the behavior 
of the solution. 

E. 5 Computational Aspects 

in implementing the algorithm on a digital machine, several 
aspects deserve attention. 

The point errors will usually be reduced in some parts of the 
mesh faster than others, and therefore will reach an acceptable value 
well before other parts. Much time can bo saved if zeros are placed in 
the correction array wherever the point error is loss than the cutoff level 
They are called zero points for the moment. Then in the next corrector 
cycle no calculations are performed at zero points for which the neighbor 
points they depend on are also zero. 

The elimination of calculations a4; zero points also avoids the 
round-off noise that soon arises and becomes evident at points requiring 
little correction. 

For simple systems of equations, the derivatives may be evaluated 
by an analytic formula derived from the difference equations. In more 
complicated cases, it is usually easier and just as fast to take a finite 
difference. For one thing, this allows the alteration of the system equations 
without having to redcrive the derivativo formulas. Wo found this convenient 
n oui program for olasto-plastic dynamics whore the governing equations are 

exceedingly complicated. 

In many physical problems, especially those in fields, stress 
analysis, etc., a reasonably good initial prediction can be made. For 
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example, Frocht's method of "linear Rosettes" in linear static stress 
analysis Is a fast computation and can provide a good start for a nonlinear 
system. 

E. 6 Convorqenco Theory 

n, . f 4 Simp,lk’ity' insider a one-dimensional rnesh in which the 
point residual involves only the point and its two neighbors. The argument 
s easily generalized. The point residual at mesh point P is R and the i°rr::irblc is u- ^ » kn ,i¡rt wTh 

ofz nwoh <'Pprax‘nV’tl0n f° the solu“°" zm<knf]). the1assumed continuity 
Of Zy with respect to k implies that for sufficiently small Ak = k -k Y 
the largest point error can be hold to any desired level. 0 + 1 n 

The correction to be applied at each point P. is 

-L * R1 

ci " ■“dRf 

dir 

The chañe- in the residual at point Pj for infinitesimal L is 

. dRj 
* — 

dU, 
+ Ci * 

i-1 

dRi _ dR, 
+ Cif] * — 

dU. dU 
i+1 

AR i 

Al 
R. i-1 

dRi i 
dU 

dR. 
i^ + Ri+ Ri+1 

i-1 
dU i-i 

d^i 
dU; i+1 
dR; i+P 

dU; i+1 

Clearly AR,ML should bo much loss than zero for rapid convenience. 

In general, /iRj/rll, can bo written as n well behaved function of 

ForT T"'13.1’1“- “ ls hoP<'d th;lt in the region of intrirest ¿R./dr «0f 
For a particular set of equations, the deter,,,!,ration of the regio'n 7^0 
ÛR/A1. is negative may be very complicated. Usually physical intuition 
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is sufficient to nssess the probable convergence or divergence of the 
method. The iterations will probably converge if the equations are such 
that the po^t residual depends more strongly on the variables at that point 
than it does on the variables at the neighbor points. If a given system is of 
the variable space, etc.) can be used to investigate the regions where 
ÀRj/ÁL is negative. 
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